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Foreword:

The following report is submitted to describe re-
suits of excavations carried out at Sutter’s Fort State
Historical Monument from July 3, 1959, to August 5, 1959,
under the provisions of a contract between the Central
California Archeological .Foundation and the California
Division of Beachesand Parks,

The project was initiated by Dr. Aubrey Neasham,
Historian for the State Divison of Beachesand Parks and
the completion of this year’s excavation marks the tiird
effort to provide corroboratiig data with, which to sup-
pleinent the intensive historical researchwhich has been
performed by personnel of the Division of Beachesand
Parks.

We wish to thankMr. Carroll Hall, Supervisor of
Sutter’s Fort Historical Monument, and the membersof
his staff for their co-operation during the excavation,
In the light of the sometimesdisturbing nature of the
work performed, their patience was extremely gratifying.
To Mr. Hero Rensch, then a Curator at the fort, goes our
especial thanks for his help in providing the results
of his extensive research on Sutter’s Fort.

A special note of appreciation must go to the crew
who carried out the laborious and painstaking field work
without which this report could not have been written,
Arthur Payen David Boloyan, Phillip Coleman, and David
Neashain. While historical archeology was new to all of
the crew, we feel that they can beproud of a job well
done.

Aid in the preparation of the maps, figures and
photographswas furnished by Arthur Payen and Phillip
Coleman and their assistance is hereby gratefully acknowl
edged.
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Iiitroductioji . . .

Historic Site Archeology, Cf., Harrington, 1952
is not a new field for the archeoloist, but historical
ly speaking the field !as shown the greatest advancement
in the last twenty years.

A number.f :istoric sites have been excavated under
the auspices of the National Park Service e.g., Fort
Raleigh, North Carolina; Janestown, Virginia; and the
Macon Trading Post, Georgia while certain others have
been excavated under contract with various State Park
Systemse.g., Fort Ridgley, Minnesota cf., llarrington,
1952.

In California, the period since World War II has
seen the excavation of tne Monterey Flagpole cf,,
Beardsley, 1946, SonomaMission cf., Bennyhoff and
Ellsasser, 1954, and tI Russian site of Fort.Ross on

* the California Coast cf., Tregana, .1954, to name but
*afew. .

The jroblems involved inJiistoric Site Archeology
are somewhatdifferent than those involved in the recov
ery and interpretation of re-!iistoric cultures in North
iica. Normally in the ratter little is known i.ntil
the excavations are in progress or are conqleted, wLle
in the former the archeologist is dealing with a situa-
‘tion where.his job is to corroborate the historical in
formation with concrete evidence. This means that .v.ich
historical. research1ust e completed before the site
itse]. can be excavated, the primary aim of the excava
tion being to fill out the known historical record of
the site cf., .harrington, 1952.

Sutter.’ s Fort has proven to be an ideal. case 7:2ere
the :..istorian and the archeologist ca work tcgether to
recover the remnantsof the original tort. Historical
backgroundmateriLl has been compiled for a number of
years y the staff of Sutter’s Fort hall n.c.; Rensch,
n.d. and since 1955 three attempts have seen;iae to
verify the results of this -esearch b excavation
Gebhardt, n.d.l; n,d,2.

This report Is concernedwith.the results o the
last of these attempts to recover the out1Le of Sutter’s
original Fort outlines This work was materially aided
by the findin. of a ma made of Sutter’s Fort in 1347
by ileinrich Kunzell which was located in Bancroft Library,
University of Caliiornia, in 1958 Gebhardt, n.d.2.

The report deals primarily with the structural re-
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mains uncovered during the 1959 excavation, but some
attention has been paid to the numerous smaller arti
facts recovered. A study of the ceramic fragments re
covered Las been appendedto this report which adds great
ly to the fund of knowledge pertaining to the later period
of the.’fort’s history.. Unfortunately the glassware, brick
fragments and other small finds were not studied due to
the lack of time. It had been hoped that the many animal
bones recovered could be studied to shed some light on
the diet of the fort residents, but here again, t.is has
had to be left undone. It is felt that, further study of
these objects would aid materially in the understanding
of the overall picture of life at Sutter’s Fort in the late
1840’s.and 1850’s and might, as well, be a dating device
of some value as the ceramics proved to be.

It soon becameapparent that only by a study of the
available historical records could the archeoloal find
ings be understood. The historical background included
in this report is not extensive and thus the results gain
ed are not all that they could te with further work along
this line. It is hoped that someonewith a fuller know-
ledge of this aspectwill have an opportunity to study the
results with this view in mind,

That the site of the fort had been occupied by Indian
groups was well known, but the exact periods preresented
were unknown. The data here included on this aspectof
the occupation of the site must be considered a by-product
of the search for the fort remains but adds greatly to
the mass of information on the arcAeoiogy of central Cal
ifornia.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

WRITTEN ACCOUNTS

A number of historical accounts have been publish
ed WhiCh include descriptions of Sutter’s Fort, although
for the ost part these are vague or contradictory. A
complete review o’ the historical data will not be in
cluded in this reort, since for the most part this has
been done in previous works Hall n.d., Iensch, n.d.,
Gebhardt, n..2, Themis, 18139-18925.

TheSlough .

Sutter’s choice of location 1’or the fort in 1839 is
of interest since it sheds soie light on the aboriginal
occupation of the area. Numerous accounts have been pub
lished describing the knoll upon which Sutter located his
*Fort as being unoccupied, although there were Indian

* villages in the same area Bancroft, Vol. 4, 1890; Theniis,
139. As the area was obviously suitable for aboriginal
occupation and in fact had been an-Indian habitation
site, the lack of Laitation at the ti;ie of Sutter’s arriv
al is somewhat"uzling. The reasonsfor this are not
clear but will te dealt with in a later section.

The precise location of the knoll next to a slough
is of some itv.ortance in understandingthe history of
the fort. Al. of the historic acci,untsmention that in
periods of high water the slough had -The appearanceof a
small river, since it cnnected the American and Sacramento
Rivers New Helvetia Diary, p. 29, 1939. The importance
of this waterway cannot.be stressed too highly as it pro
vided easy access to the fort. It also seeiis to have con
tributed to the final decay of the fort walls in that
during the peak flood stage it must have washed away
portions of the original north wall of the fort and cut
back the bluff lying to the *north of the fort. Evidence
for this supposition comes 2 rni the statement by Grunskey
that the north wall could not be traced just prior to the
restoration of the fort in the 1890’s Grunskey, n.d.,

TheFortWails

Numerous accountshave been published giving the
dimensionsof the fort; these in general sowed anamaz-
ing lack of uniformity. As noted by Gebhardt n.d.2
the dimensions given vary considerably with those given
by Bancroft 1890, Vol. 4 stating that the fort was 500
feet long and 150 feet wide and Hastings stating that the
fort was 428 feet lone, 278 feet wide at the widest point
and 173 to 129 feet wide past the offset Hall, n.d,.
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Judging from the plat published by Känzel the fort appears
to measuresome 33G feet long, 183 feet wide west of the
offset and 120 feet wide east of the offset. The ieasure-
nients given by Themis 1889-1892 agree somewhatwith this
estimated length and width As will be shown in a later
section, the map made by K&ne1 seems to be the most accu
rate, -a CflCiUS1Ofl also reached by several other investi -

gators Gebhardt, n.d.2; Rensch, n.d..

The walls of the fort were made of aiobe brics, as
were thestructures inside the walls. Adobe was the most
common building material in Califoin ia during the Mission
period and, indeed, uj. to and including the earlier por
tion of the Gold Rush. A number of adobe buildings were
noted along the Mother Lode by Heizer and Fenenga1948
the majority of these dating in the 1350’s,

The fact that Sutter built the fort of tI:.is matcria.
shows his willingness to use the prevailing material of
the day. Of interest are the dimensions given for the
bricks used by the Spanish and Mexicans in California,
they being about 22 by 11 inches and weighing about 20 ti
4o pounds Bowman, 1951. TIe bricks recovered during
the excavations appear to be about this size.

The outer walls of the fort are variosiy stated
to have been two and one-half to three feet thick, these
being probably based n observation ad not measurement
Gebhardt, n.d.2. The inner walls of the fort were not
this thick, and in general show some variation in width
CID. Ha1., pers. comm..

The decay of the outer walls must have begun in the
early 1350’s judging from a contemporarydrawin Sutter’s
Fort State Historical Monument Book1et p.lC v,ich shows
the north wall in a poor state of repair. Several con
temporary newspaperaccounts from the SacramentoBee, and
other newspapers,mention that the walis or tiefort were
in an extremely oor state in the 185c’s and they were
finally destroye in the winter of 1861-62 when the adobe
bricks from the walls were used to fill in a slough Record-
Union, March 24 1893, notes on file at Sutter’s Fort
state Historical Monument. A woodcut made in 1858 shows
only a mound which must represent the north wall offset
and indicates that the walls were gone by that date Sutter’s
Fort State iistorical Monument Booklet, p. 37.

While the walls were torn down traces of them were
still evident in the late 1880’s an 1890’s prior to the
reconstruction of the fort. Grunsky, n,d. noted that
the walls could still be traced at that time by the low
mounds of adobe melt from the walls. During the restora-
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tion these outlines were used as guides for the rebuild
ing of the walls Ibid. although it has since become
obvious that in some areas the old wall lines were not
followed.

CentralBuilding

For the purpoles of this report the Central bui1d
ing is of interest only becauseof its relationship to
a group of three smaller buildings which tied onto its
northwest corner. The existence of the roo’, hereafter
to be called the hoemaker’sShop, was not known until
the map made by Kunel in 1347 was located. This map
showed the existence of three small. adjoining rooms, the
southwest corner of which joined the Central building
Gebhardt, n.d.2. While numerous accountsmention the
establishment by Sutter of such a shop, no one of them
gave an adequatedescription of its Lcation.

None of the old woodcuts or lithographs show these
three small adjoiaing buildings and it must be assumed
that they were gone by the 1850s. They we-e definitely
gone by 1858 and do not show in the woodcut made in that
year. Since vari*us additions were made to the interior
structures in the 1850’s, pius the destruction of some
buildings, it is assumedthat these three rooms were
gone sometiLle before 1350. Unfortunately, the histor
ical data are ver; poor in this respect, and this con
clusion could be changedby later researc.

,, The only room of the three excavated, number 24 on
Kunzel’s ma, was first noted by Gebhardt n.d.2 in
1958. At t.ds time the floor area was located but the
walls were not noted since time would not permit the
exloratory excavation. Additional evidence for th
destruction of these three rooms before 1351 is indi
cated by Gebhardt, and the 1959 work would seem to bear
out Liz contention.

TheWest CorralWall

The problems previously noted in the discussion
of the fort wails in general pertain to this area also.
In the excavation onl; a small portion of this wall was
uncovered, thus indicating tht Lt extended to the north
of the present North Wall of the reco:tstructed fort.
SLce both Resch and Hall n,d. have noted that the
present dimensions of the fort width are in error, little
more will be iientioned in this section on this section
of wall.

TheInterior CorralWall

As with the ShoeLaker’s Shop, little was known
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about the existenceof the interior Corral wall prior to
the discovery of the iap made by Ktlnzel in 1847. Rensch,
n.d’. notes the mention of an interiorCorral iall in
a deed dating from 1849. Its exact location was not
clear but its general locatiün to the northeast of the
Cçntral Building was clear. Only with the finding of
Lünzel’s map has this wall been exactly located. All
of the deeds which mention this ial1 date in the years
of 1849 and 1850 and it may be assumed that the Corral
Wall was gone by the mid 1850’s as it does not sltw in
the roodcut of the fort made in 1858 Sutter’ s Fort State
Historical Monument Booklet p. 37. A somewhat earlier
2 woodcut made in the 1856’s does not show the Corral
Wall, but the view of the fort shown in this picture is
poor and probably is not especially accurate. It does
show several wooden fences which seem to extend from the
north of the Central Building which may have replaced
the missing portions o2 the original Corral ‘all Sutter’s
Port State !!istorical Moniaeat Booklet, p. 10.

WellNumberTwo

The occurrence of a second well Just to the east
of the Central Building was Somewhat surprising, although
since the tizie of its discovery several references have
been found which bear out the suDposition tL.at this second
well was Li existence in the early 1850’s.

Themis, 1889-1892 notes that, ‘The water used at
Sutter’s Port for drinking purposes was obtained from a
well dug east of the building we have thus described
i.e. Central Building drawn by buckets, and a chain
passing over a drum.’ ihile the date is not specified
It must refer to a period in the late 1840’s or early
1850’s, since a wels located to the east.of the Central
Building is lackin on the map made by Klnzel in 1847.
A second mention oi ;..ore than one well was recently noted
as having ‘two good wells of water’, and must have been
referring to the well east of the Central Building as
well, as to the: earlier one to the west of the Central
Building, C.D. Hall, pers. comm..

It is evident that the second well was dug between
the years of 1847 and the early 1850’s, significantly,
during the period when the fort was used by the many
groups of miners who were then crowding into the Sacra
mento Valley. It is probable that the first well could
not supply all the water needs of the fort during this
period, thus necessitating the digging of the.secondwell.

PHOTOGRAPHS OP THE PORT

A number of illustrations of Sutter’s Port have
been studied, as they shed some light on the construction
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of the fort and its final decay.,

For the most part the illustrations are rather in
accurate in that the artist either drew the sketch from
memory or from secondhandinformation. Fifteen illus
trations have been studied, most of them dating from the
185o’s. The discrepancies which are apparent in most
of the prints are a’parently due to modifications made
by persons viho siipy used olderprints after slightly
moaifying them.

Printsdated prior to1850

Five prints have been utilized which are dated prior
to 1850. Included in this group are two prints dated
1846, one from 1847 and two dated in 1349.

Printsdated ‘in 1846

Both of the prints which purport to represent the
fort’s appearancein 1846 were made after 1851. The
first, on file at Sutter’s Fort Historical Monument
labeled "Raising the American Flag - 1846",. was p’tblish-
ed in the SacramentoIllustrated in 1855 and closely re
semüles a print publislieci in l2 by the Pictorial Union
on file at Sutter’s Fort" State Historical Monument.
This print then, while supposedly dating from rrior to
the Gold Rush, must i-epresent a’ mid 1850 copy of an older
print. It has little historical value and is obviously
not drawn to scale.

The secondprint Sutter’s Fort State Historical
Monument Booklet, p. 36 was published in 1851 by. Gleason’s
Drawing Room Companion and again is a copy of an older
print. It resembles to some extent the drawing of the
fort made in 1849 by Hutton Ibid. p.4 now on file at
the Runtintoa Library. This print is of interest in
that it shows the slough on the north side of the fort
as a wide, deep stream, crossed by a substantial bridge.
The fort walls appear to be out of scale and much larger
tian in other j.rlnts made about the same time. The south
bank of the slough does not appear as an abrupt bluff as
it does in the few photoraphs of the area mzde in the
late 1880’s. It is possible that the bluff at this time
was not as abrupt as it became in later years due to
flood damage.

Printdated in1847

Only one print is dated from 1847 this being the
drawing made by J. W. Revere, USN. Ibid, p. 5. The
1847 print views the fort from the south and shows the
Main ate as well as the large corral on the south side
of the fort. The scale is somewhatdistorted, but allow-
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ing or this the print seems to agree with the map made
by Kunzel in 1847. Of interest is the fact that the fcrt
was on a very ronounced rise as is also shown in later
firsthand drawings of the structure.

Prints dated in1849

Two prints date from 149 both made by men who saw
Sutter’s Fort in that year. The first was iade by W. R.
Hutton in April of 1849, and shows the fort from the
northeast corner looking across the slough. The scale
of this print appears to be more accurate than the major
ity of the prints. The slough appears as a shallow, pond-
life affair with the banks s1opin gently to its edges,
which are tree lined. There is little doubt that this
is one of the more accurate of the early prints.

The secondprint was made by Lt. Allen B. Sherman
in June of 189 on file at S.itter’s Fort State Histor
ical Monument. It shows the fort fro:.. the southwest
side as a low, wide flung structu’e on a decided kol1.
The print is poor for several reasons, primarily because
the corral to the south of the fort is not shown, while
it seems to show to the left of the SoutheastBastian in
the print made by Hutton. This print is of little value
and adds little to our knowledge of the fort strLcture.

Priatsdated in the1850’s

* A number of prints made from irawings of t.e fort
in the l5ls have bee: reviewed for puroses of deter
mining what iodifications took place in this period of
the fort’s history. The majority of theoe are co ies of
older prints or show little of interest inasmuch, as this
report is concerned. Four prints hzve been uti1Led
which date from the 1850’s, although this is but a small
number of the prints reorted1y dating from this period.

The first print herein noted dates fro: l52, w!en
it appeared in the Pictorial Union. On file at Sutter’ s
Fort State Historical Monument. This print is the only
view of the fort from the northwest corner utilized in
this study. Thoug!: rather poorly reproch.ced, it clearly
shows the north wall offset and also the slough to the
north of the fort4 Although the scale 012 the print
probably cannot be relied upon, it would ap..ear that the
north wall originally stood very close to tiie sloigh, a
fact which woUJd account for its later disappearance.

Two other prints both date from the 1850’s but
their exact date is not specified. The first of these
on file at Sutter’s Fort State Historical Monument shows
the southwest corner of, and also shows a small stream
some distance to the south of, the frot wall of the
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fort. Its primary feature of interest is that ‘the main
Corral Wall is in poor condition and the Main Gate of
the fort is entirely missing. While the print was prob
ably made to depict the fort in pre-Gold Rush times, the
evident decay shown would date the print in the post
1850 period.

The second print with no definite date is taken
from a drawing now in the Society of California Pioneers,
San Francisco, Booklet, p. 10 and shows the northeast
corner of the fort. Here again the main feature of in
terest is the fact that the fort shows signs of decay.
The north cli is partially gone and the breachesappear
to have been filled in with wooden fences. The area
just to the west of the north wall offset has certainly
been repaired with fences and it is possible that the
fenced pit excavated in tl!iis area is shown.

The last print dates from 1858, after the outer
walls of the fort had entirely disappearedBooklet p.37.
The Central Building is shown along with several otter
buildings, along with a fence connecting the Central
Building and the building to its left. This fence again
is of interest in that it was placed in the area of the
interior Corral wall and may explain the postholes found
which crossed the line of this wall.

The outline of what may be the offset in the North
Wall also shows as a low mound of earth extending to the
north of the Central Building. This print bears out the
reports of wall remains noted by Grunsky, Grunsky, n.d..

Printsmade in lateryears

Five prints have been utilized which date from the
1860’s to the late 1890’s or around 1900. They show, for
the most part, only the Central Building as the remainder
of the fort had disappearedby the 60’s.

The first print ea. 1865-1875? shows the Central
Building, Well number 1 and several small wooden build
ings to the east of the Central Building Booklet, p.38.
The main feature of interest in this print is the wooden
fence extending from the Central Building east to the
smaller buildings. It is possible that the remains of
posts from this fence could be recovered if the courtyard
to the east of the Central Building were tested.

In three of the remaining four prints only the Central
Building is shown. Two of the views are from the north
east and the remaining view is from the northwest. The
first, and oldest print of these three Booklet, p.39,
shows a fenced off area which may have been the location
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of the secondwe11,, but this is not certain. If so,
the post holes from this fence were not found during
the excavation of the second well..

The secondprint, a pLotoraph, shows only the
Central Buildin Booklet,. p. 7. Of interest is the
area of the wait near the corner of the building on the
east side. It was at this corner that the interior
Corral Wall joined the Central Building and evidence of
the wall may be iadicated by the broken appearanceof
the adobe bricks at this corner. Unfortunately, no
subsurface remains can now be recovered in this area
due to later disturbance.

The third print, also a photograph on file at
Sutter’s Fort State Historical Monument, shows evidence
of an adacent structure on thenorthwest corner of the
Central Building and may have been caused by the removal
of the ShoemakersShop Building. Here again the sub
surface evidence has been obliterated by later excavation,
both during the restoration and in later periods.

The remainin print is a photograph taken during
the restoration o the fort on file at Sutter’s Fort
State Historical Monument and shows the walls of the
restored fort before they were completed. Several tempo
rary buildings are located just to the ‘ast of the Central
Building which appear to be nothing more than lean-to
affairs made of posts covered with a metal roof. Here
again the post holes should still be evident and may
account for those found during our excavation in tis
area.

SummaryofSources

Both the historical and visual evidence pertaining
to Sutter’s Fort over a period of years has been present
ed in brief. It becomesapparent that for the most part
little information of value can be gained from them, al
though certain of the features recovered in the 1959 ex
cavation may be shown to date from the post Sutter Period.
This is especially true of the post holes foun in the
area east of the Central Building, which certainly date
from the period after the removal of the interior Corral
Wail.

It is also apparent that the only source which has
more than,,a very limited value to the problem is the map
made by Kunzel in 1847. A further discussion of the value
of this map will be presented in a later section when the
results of the excavation have been presented.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL FINDINGS AT SUTTER’S FORT

The original contract between the Division of Beaches
and Parks and the Central California Archeological Found
ation called for test excavation in five areas, four in
side and one outside the present fort walls. The areas
to be tested included 1 the area from the northeast
corner of the Central Building to the west wall of the
Trade Store to locate the remains of the interior Corral
Wall, 2 test pit the area of the Corral to more fully
explore the known Indian occupation area, 3 test pit
the interior of the present Work Room to find evidence
of the original rear wall of the Central Building, 4
excavate to the west of the Central Building and in front
of the Monument office to locate foundations Qf the Butcher
Shop, Shoe Shop and Kitchen as indicated on Kunzel’s 1847
map and lastly 5 co test pit outside the present North
Wall to locate the or4inal North Wall and Corral Wall
as indicated on Kanel s map.

Due to the restoration work on the Central Building
it was flut possible to excavate in the Work Room since
this area was in use by the Restoration Crew over the
whole period of excavation. The four remainin areas
were excavated and it is the information gainea from
their excavation which makes up the bulk of this report.
The four areas excavated fig. 1 have been assigned
letter designations as follows: Area A, the area between
the Central Building and the Trade Store Fig. 2; Area
B the ar2a to the west of the Central Building and south
o the Monument Office Fig. 5; Area C, the area north
of the Central Building outside the present North Va11
Fig. 7 and Area D t.!ie area immediately east of the
North Wail offset Fig. 8.

AreaD

This area was tested by excavating a three by five
foot pit east of the corner of the North Wall offset and
a three by five foot pit paralleling the wail five feet
south of the first unit Pig. 8. It was hoped that some
evidence could be recovered of the original North Wall
offset.

The units were carried down to sterile, yellowish
hardpan with the profile showing that this is overlaid
by a dark niidden-like soil. The uppermost level, now
a flower bed, is composedof a rather dark sandy loam,
probably resulting from the filling and cultivation of
the area. As in the majority of the units excavated, a
level composed of mixed debris, burnt brick, glass and
porcelain fragments etc.., occurred at a depth of about
12 inches. Below tAlS there was no evidence of an occu
pation level that could be attributed to the Sutter period.
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Below the reconstruction debris level, roughly
twelve to fourteen or sixteen inches in this areaD was
a twelve-inch deposit of rather.dark, ashey appearing
soil. While there were little if any indications of the
origin of this level, it is almost identical to the midden
from the Middle Horizon burial area and can probably be
attributed to the aboriginal occpction of the site.

Further information on the location of the orig
inal Fort Walls has been provided by an overlaymap of
the present fort outline over the map made by Kune1 in
1847. According to the map preparedby Gehhardt, n.d.2,
the original North Wall offset paralleled the present off
set and was located only a few feet to the east of the
present wall. Study of the new overlay shows that this
is not so, as with the known points excavated in 1959 used
as guides the original offset is located some distance
west of te present offset map on file at Sutter’s Fort
State Historical Monument. Since our excavation shows
that no structural remains are present in the area east
of the present North Wall offset, it is felt that further
excavation with the purpose in mind of locctin the orig
inal North. Wall offset should center five to fifteen feet
west of the present North Wall offset.

AreaC

Area C consisted of a series of test units located
just outside the present North Wail in line with original
west wail of the Corral. This wall also formed the rear
of te ShoemakerShop, ButcLr Shop and Kitchen as s: own
on Kunel’s Map Fig. 7. The original North Wail, accord
ing to the map made by Künzel in 1847, was located some
distance to the north of the present reconstructed North
Wall. Due to the contouring which was carried out during
the reconstruction in the 1890’s to the north of the present
fort much of the original structure must have been removed.
In addition it is possible that portions of the original
North Wall were washed away in pricds of flooding, as
certain of the prints previously referred to tend to in
dicate that the north blu1f has been cut back over the
years. Compare the drawing by. hutton with the later
prints.

During the flood of 1861-62, according to the Record-
Union of March 24, 1393, the adobe walls of the fort were
used for the purpose of filling in the slough and building
approachesfor a bridge. The removal of material from
this area plus the flooding action of the slough must have
obliterated many of the traces of the original wall.

Feature19

Based on Knzel’s map the original west wall of the
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Interior Corral should have continued to the east of the
present north wall. Excavation in this area provided
evidence of this wall which consisted of a parallel row
of adobe bricks, Feature 19, which lay end tu enh ex
tend eleven feet from the North Va1l toward the present
pond Fig. 7. These bricks now lay ten to eleven inches
beneath the present ground surface. The surface upon
which they lay is level and shows little slope to the east
as is shown in the older prints of the fort. It is prob
able that this section of the wall lay to the south of
the slope as seen in the prints.

Measurementstaken from the corner of th.e present
North Wall offset indicate that the sectio of wall un
covered is located 91 feet west of the offset corner and
in lLe with the west wall of the present Central Building.
This would indicate that the Central Building, as it now
standse was modified in its nort!:-south direction but is
essentially in the same east-west position as when built
by Sutter.

The individual bricks used in the construction of
this wall neasure twelve by eighteen inches in size with
the thickness not determinable due to their having seen
cut down on the u::per surface. The wall measuresthirty-
six inches wide, a figure commonly noted in the estinates
given for the walls in the early reports on Sutter’s Fort,
Gebhardt, n.d.2. This wall appears to have been.destroy-
ed during the reconstruction of the fort as it now ends
where grading operations have steepenedthe contour on
the north side of the fort. There is little doubt that
it originally continued on to the north Fig. 7.

Little can be ietermined on the details of the
construction of the wall. No clearly discernible trench
outline was noted in which the bricks had been placed;
thus it appears that the surface was mrely leveled off
and the bricks then placed directly on the ground. No
signs of iortar could be observed, and even the outline
of the individual bricks could be made out only with
careful study. If mortar other tian mud was used it
had disappeared. It is probable that mud was used but
has since dissolved and mixed with the melt from tfie
bricks themselves.

Feature20

This feature, noted durin the excavation of Feature
19, consists of a rectangular pit measuring three by six
feet in size, located six inches west of the wall foot
ing described above, and four feet four inches north of
the present North Wall Fig. 7. Its position originally
was in a small courtyard north of the Butcher Shop and
west of the west wall of the Interior Corral.
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The pit was dug two feet into the sterile red hard-
pan and at its deepestpoint is now three feet below the
present surface. udging from the material excavatedfrom
this pit, burnt brick fragments, glass, porcelain and tile
fragments, and from the soil consistency which was extreme
ly loose and dark in color this pit must have been used
as a garbage dump. On eacf corner of the west side of
the pit were recovered the poorl.y preserved remains of a
wooden post which, juding from the post hole must have
measuredfour by four inches. No post holes were noted
near the east side of the pit, presumably becausethe wall
formed a barricade at this end of the pit.

A number of the tile and porcelain fragments were
submitted from this Feature to Miss Sylvia Broadbent,
University of California, for analysis, Appendix l,and
all of the dateable fraents may be placed fri the early
to mid 185G’s. While historical documentation is unavail
able, it is probable that this garbagepit may be attribut
ed to the period when the fort was used as a hotel or hos
pitable.

The rofi1es from this area, Area C, while not ex-
ténsive, snow that the Indian occupation area apparently
did not extend over all of the knoll Fig. 7. No midden
was noted and the sterile hardpan was only twelve inches
beneath the sod. This would indicate that the oriina1
contours of the knoll were iregular, although it is bare
ly possible that the midden was scraped off when the fort
was reconstructed and that the area was later filled in
with the present top soil.

AreaA, Interior Corral SouthWall

‘the existence of the Interior Corral was known be
fore Kunzel’s Map of Sutter’s Fort was located in 1953,
but its exact location was subject to question, Rensch,
m.d.. With the newly acquired map available for refer
ence, Gebhardt, in the early fall of 1953, excavated a
five by ten foot test unit which was later incorporated
into the 1959 Trench A and B, Unit 1, Fig. I and 2.

The result of this exploratory unit was the uncover
ing of adobe bricks at a depth of ten inches below the
modern surface. It was asumed that these bricks marked
the remains of the South Wall of the Interior Corral, as
the location correspondedto that shn by Kiznel, a
supposition later borne out by the tracing of this wall
for a considerabledistance to the west from the point
where it originally was discovered.

AreaExcavated

The main trench in Area A was begun eight feet
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three inches west of the present Trade Store and consisted
of a ten-foot wide trench forty-six feet ten inches long.
The remaining area, three feet three inches, was unexcavated
as it included the modern pipe line ditch between the west
end of the trench and the east wall of the Central Building.
Fig. 2.

The main trench, Uniti A and B, 1 to 10, was excavated
in five by five foot units numbered from the east to the
west ari letter designations which progress from south to
nort. Thus the first two units at the east end of the
trench were designated as Units A and Bl. Later one addi
tional unit, Cl was excavated to the north of Units A and
Bl to better deline a feature Feature 7 in that area and
the east end of the trench was extended to more fully un
cover the Corral Wall. A northerly extension of Units A
and B 8 and 9 was excavated to trace out the Indian occu
pation area it consisting of Units 8 and 9 C, D, E and F,
with Units and F 10 and E and F 7 being partly excavated
to recover Indian burials which extended into the side walls
of the original units Fig. 7.

All of these units were excavated to subsoil unless
features were noted which prevented such excavation. Such
features were designatedby number and their location was
plotted and where possible other details were noted. A
more detailed description of the varLus features will
f 01 low.

StratiraphicDetails, AreaA

Since the stratiraphic profiles differ over the area,
the main trench Units X and B 1 to 10 Fig. 2 will be dis
cussed separately from the northerly extension from this
trench, Units C, D, E and F 7 to 10 Fig. 3. The latter
units are primarily concernedwith the Indian burial area
and contained no historic features, although historic mate
rial was recovered from their upper levels.

The upper six to eight inches of the main trench con
sisted of a drk loam or humus and probably in part is
attributable to fill placed over the entire courtyard to
facilitate the growth of lawns and shrubbery. This level
contained little or no human introduced material. Below
this1 from six or eiht to twelve inches was a level con
sisting of broken brick fragments, porcelain and tile shreds
and metal fragments. This material appears to have been
redeposited, as the level can be traced over the entire ex
cavated area in the courtyard, at about the same depth and
thickness. All of the material found in this level was
saved and a sample of the ceramics was submitted for analysis.
As with the material from Feature 20, it is dateable in the
mid 1850’s, although certain items, such as some of the
brick fragments, appear to date from the reconstruction period.
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Time did not allow a detailed study of this mass of his
toric material other than the porcelain, but due to its
disturbed nature it is felt that little information
could be gained. The probable explanation for the wide
dispersal of this level is tht tEe leveling wh.ch took
place in the 1890’s spread the Gold Rush period debris
over the whole area, Appendix 1.

The next level, primarily from twelve to eighteen
inches, consisted of dark .inconsolidated soil. From
all appe.rancesthis level can be attributed to the Indian
occupation of the site, as it contained fragments of
broken angular rock s.ch as those commonly found in Indian
midden deposits. Additional evidence for the origin of
this level was the recovery of a bone awl and cut off
deer antler tine in its lower levels.

The base of the area excavatedconsists of a very
compacted, yellowish har4an, which occurred at depths of
twenty-four to thirty inches over the entire trenca. Since
it was obvious that the level was the original s’rface of
the knoll it was not tested extensively, but in the one
unit excavated into this level, hardj;an cotinued some six
to twelve inches, at which point excavation was halted.

The soil profiles differ to some extent in the units
excavated to the north of the main trench Fig. 3. The
profiles made of the east wall of Units C, D, E and F 8,
show a more complex structure than that of the main trench.
The upper four inches of this area is composedof disin
tegrated granite laced in the area over the last several
years to serve as a walkway, while below this is a three-
inch layer of mixed sand and gravel, also of recent origin.
Below the layer of sand and gravel is a three inch belt of
pure light brown sand which appearsto have been used as
walkway fill. As can be seen in the profile of the burial
area this recent fi:l occupies only the northern portion
of tie encavatedarea Units E and F 8, and the fill must
have been placed in tis area to build up the present walk
way. As can be seen in the profile the original surface
slopes to the north in this area. Below the upper recent
levels described above is a layer of gray soil ccntaining
broken brick fragments, glass nd porcelain which to the
south in the Main Trench was the second layer. This
layer is equatedwith the reconstruction period of the
fort and is overlaid by either the turf or the recently
laid down disintegrated granite.

The develorment of this debris layer is difficult
to understand, tut it must have been produced by the mix
ing of the historic debris with the underlying Indian
occupation midden. The historic objects occur most
commonly near the contact zone between this gray debris
layer and the overlying brovnish sand with tne lower
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levels of the gray layer showing a paucity of historic ob
jects and a few Indian made items. A gun flint is the
only historic period object found in the midden proiler.
It is probably attributable to the Sutter Period. Plate
4 c.

The Indian occupation midden, hereafter referred to
only as miude: occurs at uepths of foh teen to twenty-
four inches. In thescuth end of area, Units C and D 8,
the midden occurs at the shallower depth, while near the
north end of the area, units E and F 8, the midden begins
some ten inches dee;er. This is probaoly as a result of
the sloping contour of t:ie original surface which neces-
itated the modern fill in this area for the walkway.

The reddish yellow sterile soil also shows a slope
to the north, occurring at two and one half feet in the
south portion of the area and at three feet in the north
portion of the area. In many instances it was difficult
to determine the original level of this base soil as
it had been extensively dug into by the aboriginal in
habitants for grave pits, etc.

Several items are of interest in this area which are
attributable to modern occupation. In the north end of
this area, Units F S and 9, two post :wles were noted.
Both of these originate in the nodern decom osed Tanite
layer and extend to the sterile hardpan bae. !e the
post holes clearly originate in the modern upper level,
no one at the fort could remembertheir use or ?:ien they
were excavated Fig. 3.

The west wall profile of Units E and F 10 is also
of interest. In this area was noted several ash 1enes
which lay upon the midden. They must be later than the
Indian occupation level, and since they occur below the
reconstructiondebris level it is entirely possible that
they date from the Sutter period or from the earlier por
tion of the Gold Rush occupation. It should be noted
also that this area had been badly disturbed by the re
cent placement of a pipeline, however.

A rubbish filled it was noted in Unit D 9 the fill
consisting of burnt brick fragments sawn animal bones
and other rubbish. The pit was difhcult to outline but
was some four feet long and was excavated to the !ardpan
base. It undoubtedly dates from the reconstruction per
iod, judging from the numbers of brick fragments.

Features,AreaA

Sixteen features were recorded in this area, thir
teen in the main east-west portion of the trench and the
remaining three in the offset in the Indian burial area
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Fig. 2. Of these sixteen features, three - Features
4, 14 and 16 - may be attributed to the aboriginal occu
pation of the site. Features 4 and 14, located in Units
B 1 and C 8 respectively, ccnsisted of a number of thermal
fractured stones at a depth of thirteen inches, Feature
4 and a pit fifty-four inches wide and six to eight
inches deep into the sterile hardpan Feature 1.4.

Feature 16 consisted of two purposely broken Indian
pestles buried in the area of the lndian cemetery but
not in association with one particular burial. See sec
tion on Pre-Sutter Occupation of the Area.

Feature7

This feature, located in the northeast corner of
Unit B 1, was first noted during the excavation of Feature
1, the South Corral Wall Plate .b, Fig. 2. It CLnSsts
of a rather formless area of iiht colored clay tzenty-
four inches long by sixteen inces wide and twelve inches
deep at a depth from the surface of twelve inches. The
color and consistency, rather cc:.:pact? are very similar
to the bricks used in the making of tne Co:rcl Wci. In
addition, the depth of t:is feature ,‘,‘ould tend to :ir it
with the Corral Wall as attributa1e to the Suter PerLd
occupation. Its location, north of the Corral al1 would
agree with the location of the tower shown on Kunzel’s map.
If t: is is what is represented, an additional check point
for the accuracy of the map has been established. No in
dividual bricks could be recognized in this feature, and
further excavation to the north, Unit C 1, did not uncover
additional traces of adobe, however future excavation in
this area would still undoubtedlyprove profitable.

Features2, 3, 6 and9

These features cunsist of four post holes, all nine
inches in diameter, located in Units A and B 1 and 2,
Plate la, Fig. 2. 4-d1 were filled with loose, dark soil
which contrasted with the light colored hardpan into which
they penetratedfor some depth. No traces of wood ‘emain-
ed in any of the four holes.

All of the four post holes originated at least six
inches below the surface, with three originctin at least
twelve inches below the surface. Since the fil’ was earth,
and not rubble, it would appear that they must date prior
to the 1390’s. In addition, no post hole penetrated the
Corral Wall footing which may indicate that the wall was
in existence when die posts were put in. This supposition
is weakenedby the fact that three of the post holes line
up, with the fourth located at almost right angles to the
other three.
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It is most probable that these features date from
some time after the wall had been destroyed, but prior to
the reconstruction period, as the fill would contain
debris from the level attributable to this periLd if they
had been dug after 1890.

Features5 and8

Both of these features are post holes three inches
in diameter, located in Units B 1 and A 2 Fig. 2. Here
again, the fill was dark soil from the upper levels of the
area. Becauseof their small diameter they may be test
holes excavatedwith an auger by Gebhardt, as this was
the method used by him to test for subsurface remains.
If this is so, it is difficult to explain the lack of
upper level debris ‘in the fill. Their small diameter,
however, would suggest such an explanation.

Features10 and15

Feature 10 may also be a post hole, but if so it
differs to some degree from the features previously des
cribed. Located in Unit A 4, this feature consists of
a "ring" of light gray sand, at a depth of sixteen inches
lelow surface, below which extends a pit into the sterile
hardpan Fig. 2. The gray sand area is thirty inches in
diameter but the diameter of the pit was not determined.
This feature must date from post 1590, since several
square cut iron nails were recovered from the gray sand
"ring". -

Feature 15 is another post hole, but of uncertain
origin. Its location in Unit F 10., near the present
wagon display area, tends to suggest that it is of recent
origin, while the recovery of fragments of rotted wood
also tends to bear out suggested recencyof this post
hole Fig. 2. In size it is somewhat larger than the
other post molds noted, being eight by nine inches square.
The depth of thirty-six inches also makes it the deepest
post hole found. This post hole probably represents a
no longer neededupright for supporting an extension of
the wagon shed roof.

Feature11

Feature 11 consisted of a badly rusted metal bucket
containing sawn animal bone sections, brick fragments and
porcelain fragments. It lay directly on the Corral Wall
in Unit A and B 4 Fig. 2. As the wall footing showed
shovel marks in this area, the bucket may have been thrown
into a garbage or refuse pit. It is of interest to note
that the bucket forms cart of the 1890 debris level in
this area, but the undisturbed nature of this feature
would tend to suggest a date before 1390, possibly in the
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late 1860’s to 70’s, while the fort was occupied by various
private individuals.

Feature12

Located in Units A and B 7 was an area of reddish clay
at a depth of six inches Fig. 2. On the south edge of
this feature was a charcoal deposit which may account for
the "burned" appearanceof the feature. While the depth
of the feature, six inches, is relatively shallow, it was
noted that the "burned" area was beneath the debris level,
thus it probably dates from some time prior to this level.
What the feature represents is not known, and historical
referencesomit any mention of a possible source for the
"burnt" area.

Feature1, The South CorralWall

The first and most important feature recovered in
Area A was the remains of an adode wall Plate 2a, b &c,
Fig. 1 and 2. This wail, first discovered by Gebhardt in
1958 occupies the area between the present Trade Store and
the entral Building. According to the map made by Kunzel
in 1847, and published in 1848, this wall formed the south
side of a large courtyard, pQssib].y used as a corral. Just
when this wall was destroyed or collapsed is not known pre
cisely but the latest deeds which mention it are from the
early l850’s and it must be assumedthat it was gone by
the mid 1850’s as it does not show in the 1858 print of
the fort area. While Grunsky mentions the existence of
low mounds of adobe in certain areas of the oriinal fort
walls, he makes little mention of interior details out
lined in this manner, Grunsky, n.d..

As shown in Kanzel’s map made in 1847, the wall was
in two sections, the first built east from the northeast
corner of the Central Building and the second continuing
in line with the first after a break for the gateway. The
easterly portion of the vall foied a corner with the south
end of the North Wall offset. Immediately to the north,
in the corner was a gun tower, while to the south was a
bake oven Gehardt, n.d. 2, Fig. 1.

The Wall, or more proprly Wall footing, was uncovered
in Units A and B 1 through 4 at which point the wall wai
cut through by a modern pipeline, Fig. 2. It ranged from
ten to eight inches in depth, gradually decreasing in depth
from east to west. Beyond Unit A and B 4 no traces of the
wall could be detected, due in part to the pipeline mention
ed above and to later disturbance of the entire area from
thi.3 unit to the northeast corner of the Central Building.
In the area of Units A and B 7 was an area of reddish soil
previuis1y discussed, which may have been melt frou the wail,
but as tis area did not fall in line with the wall footing
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it is felt that it has no relationship to the wall.

In the area of Units A and B 9 was discovered a second
well, hereafter referred to as Well Number 2 Fig. 2 and 4.
It does not seem likely that the well was dug during the
period in ihich the waLl was still standing, as this well
dates froi; the earlj 1CSO’s and its excavation probably
contributed to the destruction of the west half of the
South Corral Wall.

The course of the wall footing in relation to the Trade
Store and the Central Building when aligned with the posi
tion of the wall on K1nel’s map shows that at present the
west portion of the wall if in line with the Cast portion,
would not line u with tcie northeast corner of the Central
Building but ‘iouid be located soe two feet three inches
sOuth of the corner of the building Plate 2b. It is of
course possible that this may be explained by the lengthen
ing of the buildin, but it is also likely that the west
portion of the wall did not exactly line up with the north
end of the Central Building.

The ortion of the wall exposed in the excavation now
measurestwenty-three feet eleven inchs long and thirty *
inches wide. ‘ It waStracec fro a point four feet nine
inches west and twenty-eight inches north of the scuth7lest
corner of the Trade Store barely into Unit 5 A ad 3, at
which point it was cut through by a modern pipe line.

The wall is composed of adobe bricks which measure
twelve by eighteen inches in size with the thickness not
determinable due tc their top surhce having been "shaved"
off, .proaJiy by leveling activities. None of the bricks
were removed from their original position, thus their thick
ness is not known. It is doubtful thit a deeper course of
bricks lies unLer the course-‘exposed, as the profiles taken
of the ede Of the wall show little evidence of a deeper
course of bricLs Fig. 2.

The bricks were laid in a crosshatched pattern with
one row of bricks lying lengthwise and the second row lying
edgeiise Fi. 2 both on t1eir flat side, thus making a
waIl thirty inches wide. The mortar seems to have been
the mud froui which the bricks were made, since in color,
the naterial filling the spacesbetween the bricks is the
same as that of the bricks themselves. No evidence of a
trench was note in the area immediately adjacent to the
wall. It seems.likely also thet little if any preparation
was made prior to the placing of the first course of
bricks. Undoubtedly leveling of the ground surface con
stituted the only preparation of the area prior to the
placing of the bricks.

While the west end of the wall was not located with
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certainty, there is little doubt that t is in tIe area of
Units A and B 4 and 5. According to Kunzel’s map, the east
portion of the Corral Wall w.s about twenty-eight feet long
measuredfrom the original Stores Room. On the t.*:o corners
of the Wall were other structures, bake oven and gun tower,
which were immediately adjacent to the Wall. The fact
that no definite remains were located in the area of these
structures is difficult to understand, although the hard
packed area, Feature 7,may be the remains of the original
un tower or even the southern end of the North Wail offset
?Plate 1 b, Fig. 2. Only further work in this area can
answer this question.

Feature13, Well Number 2

As has been commentedon in a previous section, little
information has been gleaned from historical sourcesper-

* taming to the second well discovered during the 1959 ex
cavations. In the only two sourcesnoted, the location of
the well is rather vague, but both locate the well to the
east of the existing Central Building. There can óe little
doubt, then, that the feature discovered is the well noted
in these sources. *

The well was discovered in the southeast portion of
Units B 8 and 9, when a hollow spot was noted in the floor
of the trench. This hollow spot, when investigated more
fully prov:d to be rather extensive, and when the upper
most level of the overlying deposit was remcved marked
the outline of an extensive excavation. The hollow spot
must have been created when the material with which the
excavation had been filled decomposedthus settling away
from the harder, more packed surface soil layers of the
present walkway. -

The location of Well No, 2 is of interest in that it
is located just north of a line parallel with the north
side of the Corral Wall and is about nine feet east of the
North Wall of the Central Building Fig. 2.

The well itself measuresabout three by five feet in
size with its long axis trending north and south or
parallel with the Central Building. It was first noted at
a depth of eighteen inches when the hollow spot developed,
with the material above this level being composed of dis
integrated granite and reconstruction period debris. When
the sterile hardpambase was leached the outline of the
well was clearly defined and it is at t.: is point that the
well outline could be measured,

The fill in the well consisted of mixed soil and occu
pation debris Fig. 4. In the upper levels 30 to 78 inches,
of the portion of the well excavated, the fill consisted of-
yellowish soil mixed with sawn sections of animal bone,
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porcelain franents, glass fragments and badly rusted
metal fragments. From the seventy-eight inch level to
the bottom of the excavated portion of the well t:e fill
changed to a darkish soil, still with a high percentage
of occupation debris. The well was excavated to a depth
of one hundred and twenty inches, however borings taen
to a depth of one hundred forty-four inches indicate that
the fill continued to an unknown depth past the twelve-
foot level.

As can be seen in the profile of the well Fig. 4,
it was dug through a dark soil layer which rests on the
sterile yellowish hardpan. In the immediate area arund
the mout of the well the soil was mixed yellow and dark
gray, this area probably representing the original soil
removed from the well itself.

Since the naterial through which the well passes
is extreely indurated, the sidewalls of the well have
remained in the same condition as when the well was orig-
inaly dug. They still show pick marks and a series of
foot rests dug into the sidewalls of the well, jrobably
used y the excavators of the well.

The porcelain fratients removd from the well were
studied in some detail and the :::etericl for the most
part see.: to date fron the 1850’s. Tis maj in:.icate
that the well was used only for a short time durin this
period. It is just as possible, however that the mate
rial used to fill the well was from a refuse deposit
dating from tile 1850’s and that the well was used well
past t:-is period. Since the wells contain the only un
disturbed deosits of refuse, it would shed much light
on both the Sutter period and on the post Suter period
f they could be completely excavated. A controlled
sample of the ceramics from both wells would add materi
ally to the sequenceof porcelain types in use during
the 1840’s and 50’s in tie SacramentoValley and the
Mother Lode.

AreaB. the ShoemakerShop

As with the South Corral Wall described in the
previous section, this area west of the Central Build
ing and south of the present office, was partially ex
cavated by Charles Gebhardt in 1958. Gebhardt excavated
three units which extend seven and one-half feet west of
the Central Building, Gebhardt, n.d. 2, Fig. 3, un
covering "a compact surface overlaid by debris" at a
depth of fifteen inches. This area terminated in line
with the iorth end of the Central Building, thus suggest
ing that it was the floor of the ShoemakerShop located
on the Knzel map in this immediate area.

-.
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In the 1959 excavation four additional units,
numberedone through four, were excavatedto the west
and north of those previously located in tI-is area
Plate 3 a, b&c, Fig. 5. Unit-one, measuring five by
six feet, was a westerly extension of Gebhardt’s Unit
l-D; Unit 2 was north of Unit I and west of Unit 3 - 2
being five by six and 3 measuring five by five feet.
The last Unit, 4, was a northerly extension of Unit 2
and was just wide enough to uncover the wall 2otin
which continued to the north until disturbed by a pipe
line.

Feature17, Shoemaker Shop FloorArea

As indicated by Gebhardt, n.d. 2, the hard-packed
surface extends to the north for an unknown distance and
the 1959 excavation still did not fully define the area
which appears to be a floor. Unit 3, to the north of
Gebhardt1sUnits l-D and 1-C, exhibited a :ard-acked
surface at a depth of sixteen inches covering tie entire
area five y five feet Plate 3 c. L,ring on the surface
of tfiis packed level were a number of oojects including
several decomposedboard fragments Fig. 5. AS noted
by Gebhardt the hard-packedlevel sloes to t: e south
very gradually Fig. 6. There seems,to be little doubt
that this level is the floor area of the ShoerncieyShop,
as it is unlikely that a hard surface could build up un
less it had been racked by use as a floor.

The floor area as excavated in 1959 occupies an
area five by six feet square Plate 3 c which begins
four feet north of, and two and one-half feet west of,
the northwest corner of the Central Building as it pre-.
.sently stands. It originally extended to the south of
this area for some distance, however, Gebhardt, m.d. 2.

The western edge of the floor area slopes up abrupt
ly to a sligl’-t ridge Plate 3 C beyond which the hard-
packed area does not extend. The explanation of this
curious feature of the floor is not ajparent as Feature
18, the presumed-vest wall of the Shoemakerhop, is
some distance to the west of the ridge Plate 3 a.

In addition to the historic pericd occup-ation debris
on the floor level there were recovered several articles
of aboriginal manufacture consisting of a small obsidian
arrow point and several small glass beads representative
of types used by the early Caucasiansettlers in the
SacramentoValley. These articles will be discussed
more fully in a later section, but the importance of
their location should not go unnoted.

Further work should be done in the area to the north
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of the 1959 excavation units, as there is little doubt that
the fcor area continues in this direction and further work
should rOvide a better definition of the total extent of
the floor, -

Feature18, West Wall of the ShoemakerShop

* Originally the purpose of the excavation in the area
to the west of the Central Building, and in front of the
present office, was to define the extent of the flogr area
discovered by Gebhardt. Study of the map made by Kunzel,
showing the location of the original buiidin’s in this area,
pointed out the possibility that the walls o the room or
rooms might be recoverable. Since the floor area was well
defined and showed little disturbanc2, it was felt that the
wall or walls were probably still in place. To test this
suposition test units were excavated to the west of the
units put do-in by Gebhardt Fig. 5. -

Evidence of an adobe wall was first uncovored in Unit
1 and was traced to the north in Units 2 and 4. The wall
consisted of twelve by eighteen-inch rectangular a - obe
bricks lying on their flat or broad side with their long
axis parallel to one another Plate 3 b. The wall was
first noted at a depth of twelve inches, the same depth as
the top of the ridge in the floor area to the east. The
wall parallels the west edge of the floor area, but between
the ride and tie :ial:. is a sjace of three to three and
one-hair feet which s.ows no evidence of having seen se
as a floor. The rofiles s ow this as a gap between the
wall and the floor area Fig. 6. The waIl is located
e.even feet eleven inches west of the Central 3uiidiag
an the portion of the wall uncovered is eleven feet long,
encLig one foot north of a line extending west from the
north wall of the Central Building. According to Kn...el’s
alap the wal]. should be located ten feet to the west of the
Cenral 3uilding, but later modification of the Central
Building may account for this apparent discrepancy.

No evidence for the divLiing wals or of ti-e south
wall of this unit of buildings was uncovered. It is almost
certain that the south wall of the ShoemakerShop long
since been destroyed, since it was not located by Gebhardt
or by the 1959 excavations in its supposed location. The
north wall of the ShoemakerShop was not located but this
is probably due to insufficient excavation in this direction
and further work Lmediately to the rth of Unit 3 should
provide evidence of this dividing wall.

The doorway to the ShoemakerShop is not shown on
Kunel’s map and nothing suggestive of such a feature was
noted uring the excavation of te wail. There is some
possibility that the second and third bricks fro the south
end of the wail .:e in the position of the ri:inal ci’rnrway,
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as suggestedby the fact th.t they have been split in half
and appear to be slightly depressed. This may have boen
caused by their having been used as stepping stc:es. The
lack of wear on the upper surface of these bricks would
tend to discount such. a suggested.use, howevor.

The north end of the waLwas cut through by a pipe
line and other disturbances have obliterated any trace of
the wall in the area of the present walkway in front of
the office. It is possible, however, that the area just in
frot of the office doorway would provide some additional
information.

The east wall profile of Unit 3 indicates the possi
bility that the building was desertedfor a period of time
followed by the collapse of the adobe walls onto the loor
area Fig. 6, This is suested by the layer of reddish,
sterile soil overlying a r1 layer of debris whic lay on
the floor itself. The thin layer of debris may have built
u while the building was not in use to be fol1o’ed by
the collapse of the -vaLs over the rubbish. Since no in
dividual bricks or brick fragments were found in the reddish
soil layer, it is doubtful that it r0presents a section of
collapsed wall, but could be melt from the wails.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGIEOLOGICAL, FINDINGS, 1959

The result of the 1959 excavations at Sutter’s Fort
were the most productive of any work thus far czte:p*ted
to provide concrete proof of,,the validity of the map pub
lished in 1848 by Heinrich Kunzel.

Guided by iCtlnzel’s map Gebhardt loca;ed the fLor of
the ShoemakerShop and the South Corral Wall. Followup
work in the same areas yielded evidence in t e fern f
adobe waJreniains which conform in location to features
noted in Kunel’s map. The most concrete result of
finding of these wall foundations is that the map made
by Kt1nei is not only borne oUt insofar as accuracy is
concerned, but that these known points may be used to orient
the making of future overlay maps of the present fort on the
1843 map. -

Three points of reference have been located for t::is
purpose, they being the east portion f the South Interior -
Corral Wall, the west wall of the Scenaker Shop, and last
ly a section of the Corral Wall extending north from the
northwest corner of the Central Building. The :odification
of the north-south proportions of the Central Building
create some discrepancies in the exact location of certain
of these wails, notably the South Corral Wall. In this
instance the wall, as it is now located, does not, apparent
ly, conform to KAnhei’s map. Allowing or. the small scale
of the map with the ensuing slight inaccuracy, the location
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the wall as uncovered is in the position indicated on -
Kun.ei’s map. The west wall of the ShoemakerShoe shows
s9me displacement also if comparedwith its position on
Ku.nel’s map. This amounts to a matter of less than two
feet, however and for practical purposes can be ignored.
The ast section of wall uncovered West Corral WaIl not
only conforms to Knzel’s map but when measuredfrom the
present North iail offset seems to be i;i line with the
west wall of the Central Building, although a survey should
be made to determine its exact position.

The excavation of the sections of original walls of
the fort has brought out several other discrepancies in
K&nel’s map, namely that the width of the ,iails is shown
as a uniform thickness for all of the interior structu;es.
Our excavation has shvn that all three of the wa:.ls uncover
ed are of different thicknesses. The walls rane from eigh
teen to thirty-six inches wide, a factor ignore in the
K1nel map, and which may account for some of the apparent
discrepancies in the map. Before the fort is restored to
its original form it will be imperative to check as many
oints as possible to determine the vari4us widths of tne
walls.

The small finds have been mentioned but slightly in
the body of the report, primarily due to lack of time for
a study of them. report on the ceramics recovered is
presented in Appendix 1, however.

Recommendationsfor FutureExcavation

It has become apparent from the results of the 1953
ad 1959 e:cavations of Sutter’ s Fort that the map made by
Kuzei is for the most part accurate. The small differences
noted in the text of t i report do not detrv.ct to any great
extent from the over-ai accuracy of t:.e nap but merely tend
to show that the artist who drew the map for publication
took some libe-ties in its preparation. In all instances
where systematic excavation Las been carried out in the
areas as shown on the map where structural features should
be present they have been uncovered. It must be admitted
that these features couli have been found wizhout tI:e aid
of the map, but t:-:is would have entailed a much .ore exten
sive excavation than proved necessary.

Six areas will be presented for consideration in plan
ning further excavation of Sutter’s Fort. These are 1
the area to the orth and west of the ShoemakerSLop; 2
the original North Wall offset, both outside the present
North Wall and in the area adjacent to the present Trade
Store inside the Fort; the south wall of the buildings
numbered17 to 19 on Kunel’s map, which must lie under the
walkway in front of the present Trade-Store; 4 the North
west 3astion, which according to the latest overlay made
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of the fort would lie north, east and west of the present
Bastion; o the area along the western portion of the
present North ‘;lall out east of the present Bastion; and
lastly 6 the complete excavation of t:e original weL.,
partially excavatedby Gebhardt in 1953.

It will be noted that the ;iajority of the ares re
commendedfor future excavation are located inside the
present Fort Walls. It is felt th t furth.r ‘ork in
certain areas outside the walls of the fort will be of
little value since t.e reccnstr’:ctie pericI leveling of
the knoll has greatly chcneL the cri.ina. contours of
the fort grounds. iitt1e grading wouTh have had tc had
taken place to cornpletely destroy the wall foundations
of the easter ‘.ortio of the orig_nal fort. The walls
uncove;ed in l99 were only twelve inches undr the surface
on the averae, eve. iee - tte dificatio of e
ground surface has taken place. T is would suggest that
little could be ained by excavations in areac known to
have been altere during the 1890 reconstruction.

There is little doubt that further work inside the
walls and in the area immediately ad4acent to the outside
of the walls will produce further evece of the original
out.ine of Sutter’s Fort. The use of Kunhel’s map in con
junction with the e;:cavationswill greatly facilitate
further excavations, os it provides fairly detailed infor
mation as to the location of the original fort walls.

The primary drawback at the present time is the lack
of specific points of reference upon which to base an
alignment of the original fort with the present fort.
For the nost part these points would be difficult if not
Liipossible t: locate due to the reasons-stated aeve.
For t.is reason, the recok-mendedarcao listed ave con
sider primarily the 1robability of sacceosbased on the
lack of known disturbance of the individual areas recom
mended. - -,

PRE-SUTTER OCCUPATION OF THE AREA

According to a number of sources, Bancroft, Vol. 4,
1890, New Helvetia Diary, 1939, Sutter, soon after his
arrival, engagedlocal Indians for use as laborers. He
also used Indian labor for the naking of adobe bricks
which were used in ti construction of the fort, and Indians
also made up the majority of his small garrison, New
Helvetia Diary 1939. In several instances, Sutter used
Indians for otier than menial tasks, since for a time at
least an Indian was in charge of the fort bakery Zollinger,
1939.

According to the accounts of Sutter’s arrival in this
area, and from his description of the knoll where he later
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built hisfort, there were no Indians occupying the site
in l89, Zollin’er 1939 Bancroft, Vol. 4, 1890, New
Helvetia Diary, 93. Tiat the area was one of the more
desirable locations for occupation is evident from Sutter’s
decision to build his fort on the knoll, as it was noted
that it rose above the surrounding area and thus was LLOt
endangeredduring the rainy portions of the year, fhemis,
189-1892.

The data compiled during the 1959 archeological in-
vestigations tend to show that there was little occupation
of the site during the Late Central California Horhon,
a perid beginning about 300 A.D., Heizer, 1959. Cultural
remains froni the earlier Dortion of this period, Phase I
of the Late Horizon, are lacking entirely or at least have
not definitely been recovered at the present time. In the
succeedingperiod, PhaseII of the Late HorL.on proto-
historic in time, the site was occupied but a lack of in
tensive occupation is indicated on the basis of little
cultural refuse and the small number of artifacts recover
ed from the .Adden attributable to this period. Historic
occupation by Indian groups is also poorl’ attested and
may be disregarded on the basis of Sutter s own statements.

LATE ICRIZON OCCUPATION

Few burials assignable to the Late Horizon were re
covered, probably due to modern disturbance and their
rarity. Unlike the earliest period, a localized ce:etery
area for the Late period may not have been present. The
knoll in late times seems to have been used intermittently,
probably as a te:iporary cazn site, by sinail groups of
people. The reasonsfor this are not clear, as presum
ably the inoll was. a favored locaion in earlier times and
was also considered suitable by Sutter.

Possibly the occupation debris frora Late Horizon period
was removed in the 1890’s during the reconstruction of the
fort, but t!is does,not entirely explain its rarity in
the disturbed deposits still present.

LATE HORIZON ARTIFACTUAL MATERIAL

A single disturbed no burial number assigned, burial
located square 4 A and B where the modern pipeline cut
through the Corral Wall footin is theonly definite Phase
II Late Horizon burial Fji* 2. Since the pipeline had
cut throucrh the burial it ad been badly disturbed, but
the speciic location is of interest. Since the burial
seems to have been intact prior to the pipeline, it may be
assumedthat it was undisturbed before the placin? of the
pipe. The burial lay in line with the Corral Walt, and if
the wall had continued past Unit 4 A and B it would have



resulted in destruction of the burial. This would tend to
indicate that the Corral Wall entrance way must have been
located in the area of Unit 5 A and B, a conlusion borne
out by the location of the entrance way on Kunel’s map.

Cultural material included with this burial coiprised
of four clan sell disc beads, Saxidomus sp. Plate ba
and a. single circular, edge perforated, ab’1one shell
ornament with incised..decoration ar0und its edge. This
orn&ent, LilLrd, Heizer and Fenenga’s 1939 type C.l.a,
is not cnsidered diagmostic of any particular period as
itoccnrs throu’hoet the Central California sequence.
The Saxidomus shell disc beads securely date t. burial,
however, in that they first occur in the PhaseII portion
of the Late Horizon, Bennyhoff and Ieier, l95C, aim. the
lack of istoric goods witn the burial is added evidence
for tis teoral placement. Other items probably attribu
table to this perLd occurred in the fill removed from
Well #2 and include a s.i;gle clam shell disc bead fro
the 24 to ., inch evei and a rectam,jmiar aice ornament
with a single perforation near one end type B.1 from the
60 inch level. These artifacts almost certainly were in-
chided in the well fill b; accident and are of ittle value.

A second burial, Burial 5, recov.red during ditch
ing operations near the northeast corner of the Central
Building, maybe placed Firthe Late ;or-i-zon Olsen n.d.l.
ThL.s burial, an infant or small child, was extremely fra-
inentary, but two small abalone ornaments recovered with it
are representative of the Late Torizon. Both may be placed
in the "banjo" class Plate 5a, iffrd’s 1947 types
NlaII or N6a1, end are diagnostic of the Late orizon Phase
I or Late Phase II periods, Lillard Heh.er and Fenena,
19o9 Bennyhoff and Heizer, 1958. the flat based variant
as siown by Bennyhoff and Heizer, 1958, Fi. 1, 79, is
Middle Phase I in time and thus may indicate such a Qate
for this burial, but it must be noted that the same form
carries over into the succeedingPhase II period in a very
slightly modified form.

No chipped stone artifacts were recovered with the two
Late burials, but a small number of stylistically late ‘pro
jectile points three were recovered during the 1959 ex
cavation Plate 4 C. All of these are ‘ade of obsidian
and are characterized by having notched or serrated edges,
Two have expandin stems and tFe last has a rounded base.
All weigh in the I to 2 gram range and arc typical Late
Horizon arrow points, Lillard, Heher and Fenenga, l99.
Two of the points were recovered frc the upper levels of
the Middle lorizon burial area and the last occurred on -
the floor of the ShoemakerShop. The last specimen is of
interest in that it may possibly be attributable to the
Indians employed by Sutter, See below. It is more like-
].y that it was included in the rubble which drifted into
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these rooms after they had fallen into decay,. however.

TRADE ITEMS

Only two items of Caucasianmanufacture were recover
ed 7hich indicate trade with the Indian groups of this
area. From the floor ef the Shoemaker’sShop two glass
beads, of types commonly recovered from 1 istoric
Indian sics, were recovered. The first is a sme blue
lass bead measuring 2 mm. in diameter an mm. in length.

second is a lare hemispherical, corrugated bead with
alternating bands o white and blue glass. Both of these
beads are common in historic period Indian sizes and must
date from the 1840’s or 50’s, as the Shoemaker’sShop was
leveled in the 1850’s at the latest. It is ,ossible that
these beadsmay be attributed to Sutter, as it is known
that he used such beads in trade with t:e Indian g:oups of
this area, H. E. Rensch, personal comziunicaticn. It is
also possible that they were us-ed by Indians in the eploy
of Sutter, who dropped them in the Shoemaker3hop. This
supposition also applies to the obsidian projectile point
described above, but is unfortunately unverifiable.

MIDDLE HORIZON OCCUPATION

The earliest burials in the,site, as deronstrated by
their depth an the fact that they lay just above, or vere
‘in pits dug into Fig. 3, the sterile reddish :iardpan of
the original knoll, may, on- the basis of the cultural mate
rial which accompaniedthem, be tempora.iy place in the
Central California Middle :;orizon. Accordin to the latest
chronology this period lasted from about 1C66 B.C. until
the inception of the Late orizon, about 36 A.D. Heizer,
1959. The number or’ burials recoverd, In a lLu.tea area,
Plate 4a, Fig. 2, which maybe attributed to the Middle
period sugests that a large village was located on the
knoll. Ice evidence at hand suggests that the occupation
did not last over a long period of tiie, as shown by the
shallowness of iiidden development and t.e location of the
majority of the graves on about the same level.

The sterile reddish hardpan which underlies the site
appearsto have been an old surface. In the area from
which the Indian burials were removed it slopes gradually
to the north Fig. 3 toward the present ponds on the north
side of the fort, The limited evidence available would in
dicate an undulating surface since hardpan appearsjust
outside the present north wail at a very shallow depth.
It is of interest to note that midden was found in the
units near the northeast offset corner of this wall, and
was as deep or deeper than where the burials were removed.
Indian occupation of the knoll then must account for at
least some of its present contours.
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Evidence for some continued occupatioi of the site
occurred, however. The deepestburials recovered were in
pits into the hard pan filled with mixed midden and sterile
red clay from the oriinaI krAoil,while others we;e covered
with onir the human deposited Llidden. A time lajse is
also attested by the intrusion of later burials of the same
period, Middle HcrLon, throuh the earlier burials. Thus,
enough time must have elapsed to erase from the memory of
the group the exact location of the earlier buriais.

Just how long this first period of occupation lasted
is difficult to determine, but judging from the cultural
material included with the burials, it was ot too 1on a
time as the-cultural material makes up a sLgle unit wien
vieved as a wcole. -

BurialData

Of the twenty-five burials noted two, previcusly dis
cussedare attributable to the Late :iorizon. The e;iaining
burials, or more properly burial numbers include those
attributable to tie Middle horizon. ‘1hile twenty-three
burials have been assigned to the Middle orLon, at least
twenty-six indivcuals are represented. Tis rOi’ t.,c st
part is uue to intrusive ourials cutting throuh older in
dividuals whose remains were then thr.mvn bac into the later
grave 1-it. Due to t..e inability to distinguish iividua1
burials, aue to t..1s isturbence more than one individuai
was sometimesasigned the same aria1 number. For purposes
of analysis each burial number ‘will he’e be consideredas
a single unit, however. -

TABLE 1

Middle Horizon burial age and position

Position Adult Cild

Flexed side
Flexed back
Flexed face
Undeterminable

10
‘3
1
3

17

1

5
6 23

As can be seen in Table 1, the predominantburial -
position was flexure, th.t is with the legs folded and
drawn up to the body. Undoubtedly this position was facil
itated oy either wrapping the body in a skin and binding
it with now disintegrated cordage, or by using merely the
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cordage. That this was not always done is indicated by
the various degreesof flexure shown. Some of the burials
are extremely tight, while others are more open or not so
tightly flexed Fig. 2. In the main, the individual lay
on his side, but a snail nuer lay on their back or were
face down. In all instances where determinable, however,
the ourials were flexed. The rigid adherenceto the fhxed
burial position has been noted for the Middle Horion as
a whole and may be co;.sidered a nithor time marker, Lillard,
Heizer and Fenenga, 1939.

Litcle favor was shown as to the direction the body
faced in the grave. As can be seen from Table 2, there is
a wide divergence in this respect for the Middle Horizon
burial S.

TABLE 2

Middle Horizon Burial Orientation

1
N

2W
2NW

lSW
S

NE2

SE2
El

. 3

While not all the burials were complete enough to
yield information in this respect, the available data tend
to show the typical MidLle Horizon pattern of a disregard
for any favored burial orientations Lillard, I1ei.er and
Fenenga, 1939, The pattern exhibited contrasts sharly
with the Early Horizon rigid adherenceto westerly orienta
tion, and the Late horizon tendancy to a westward orienta
tion, Heizer, 1949, Lillard, ileier and Fenenga, 1939.

GravePits

In a number of instances the original grave pit in
which tile individual had been buried could e determined
Plate 4a. This was true only in the deeper burials
sicce the grave pit was cut into the underlyin sterile
reddish soil. The contrast between the red soil and the
dark midden outlined the pits, thus establishing their size.
Five grave pits were noted, ranging in size from 22 x 43
inches to a circular pit some 24 inches in diameter. The
average pit seems to aave been oval in form and measures
about 24 x 3o inches. One smaller grave pit was noted,
containing a small child or infant, it measuring 14 x 20
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inches in size.

Little comparative data are available, since only under
ideal circumstancescan the grave pit outlines be noted.
Generally, owever, the grave pit was made just large enough

- to contain the body of the deceased. This is certainly the
case in the instances noted above, since the grave pits, as
measured,are barely large enough to contain the burial.
It must be noted in t’is respect that what has been recorded
is the base of the original excavation and the upper portion
of the pit was probably larger in diameter.

ArtifactualMaterial

Cunsiderin the limited sample recovered, the number
of graves in wich artifactual material occurred is rather
high. Figures from previ usly excavatedMiddle HoriLon
sites in the Central Valley show that on the average only
41 percent of the ørials have grave roods inciied with
them, Beardsley, 1954. While this igure probably varies
sliht1y from site to site the percentageof graves with
artifacts at Sac-34 is hig, with 68 percent so honored.
At the present time the explanation for tis diiference is
not known, but may be due to the small area from which all
of the burils were removed. Further testing of the site
would undoubtedly alter the percentage in that a larger
number of the total graves would be available for study.

ShellOrnaments

Six graves produced 33 shell ornaments, all made of
abalone, Haliotissp. shell Plate 5 a. In addition,
two graves produced single disc beadsmade of the seine
material.

TABLE 3

MIDDLE ::oRIzoi HALIOTIS ShELL ORNAMENTS

Type Bur. 0cc. Red1 Green2 Unde,ermin-
able

Total

B.l.b. 1 1 1
B.1. 2 1 4 5
M.E.l 5 17 1 7 25
M.E.l.b. 1 2 2
Type3
Bead

2 1.
1

2

.-

----. 12i4% 35Tótäl - {1l
1. Red backed, Haliotis rufesceris.
2. Green backed, haliotis cracherodii.
3. Bach ground off, species undeterminable.
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s can e seen th table 3, only two basic typ-.z of
or:. occi::ed ut te iLlr1a.s type B, a rec.ar
spo j.iec, type LE. essemtially a tearci_. smaped
oment zyolo:y after L.ill:rd, 1eier an
19 Fiate ta. The principa:. variations which dffcren-
tiate . e vario.s tjs cr the sa;..e csic :orm moted in
taie 3 incle si an t.e -occ.rrence of a serrated edge
ty.es 3..b and M.E.l.b, on some speciiens. TTh :.le
type ornament ;eas.res 33 x 64 mm. in size and y e
set a art oA the basis uf its laier se fr. t a r.lr
tyke ,. orn.,.enta. It formed t.e cemtr rece of a nec.-
lace rece.. it. ‘3 rl 3, w’iic -‘ay accon _‘or t
size difference. Te type B.1. ornaments all ccc:rred ‘ith
Buria:.4 and for-ned what :ay ave been part of a nechlece,
as they were recovered with a number of type LE.l. ornaments
of about the sake size, averaging 9 . wide by 40 mm. lon.
All .tere recovered ro.. t..e nedarea.

The trpe M..l and Type M.E.l.b ornaments differ only
i.n t:t- tue latter type has a serrated ede and :.t ‘east
one of these Aeces seems to have originaThy bee:: part of
a large circar ornament. All of these specimensare of
comparable size, a1thcuh the total rane is greeter t an
for t: camulr ornaments, ranging in width. from Ii to
2 .i... n 1ent!. 2ri... 7 to 44 m.. Te avora specimen
neari ot l m. tide 33 cmi. in lenth. 1" is
ornae:t type, ro.;. z.e Limited samp’e, is y far
the - ot co4.on at te sIte, comprising 7 cec c: the
total. i1e ornaments or this ty.e are com.on i; tb
tAle Late a : ‘ id1le ..oriens, being rat r
shape, t: e.r ar moted as a coaon Middle orLon form,
derLsie,-, 154, aL are proab1y related tc the non-
alagnostic triangular, type E ornament. T.. .s is cIsc true
or te rectang.dar oriiements, although a rela;ed foi or
the large rectanar o:mament is common only to th Middle
Hori..on it having a central, instead of edge, r:orction,
3eardsiey, l94.

The circular abalone bead, Type 3, is a common Midle
iIoion oe form, having been noted from a mr c: Midle
iorL.om sites in z::;e Cerral Valley, Lilirz, and
Fenenga4 l99. While beads of this type occur in both
t &.ri.j aui Late HorLons, they are to be joctd in
a ai.on context and to that extent moy ic csider-
ed diagnositc 3emnyhoff and Heizer, 1953.

While the ornaments recovered from the site hove all
been iiote in previcsly excavatedr1iid1e :Lo:i.. sites,
only afe of them may be cnsidered efinite tim2 o:hrs,
these eeing the ornamentswith serrated edges Li.lard,
Heizer and Fenenga, l99. The more diagnostic shell
ornamentsfrom the Middle period occur in large rctanular
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forms with one or more central perforations or in circular
forms, again with central perforations, Li]lard, Heher
and Fenenga, 1939 Becrdsley, 1954. Without a sample
containing some o these ornaments it becomesdifficult
to place with any exactnessthe particular temporal
period which the site represents. One additional trait
may be .isted which is of vamte in that it has sonic valid
ity in the temporal 1acement.of the site, this being the
use of the green-backedabalone for the manufactureof
shell ornaments. As noted by Lillard, HeLer and Fenenga,
this species, Haliotis crachcrodii, or green-backedabalone,
is most commonly uti1i4ed for the making of ornamentsdur
ing the Middle Horizon, and made up abeat half of the
ornaments recovered from this period, Lillard, Heier
and Fenen’a, 1939. Later excavation has sho,n that
this species of abalone was also used in the Early Horizon -
but in more limited numbers, E.P. Lanning, personal com
munication. The percentageof ornamentsmade o: t’ is
species from Sac 34 is 11 percent, a lower figure than
reported for the previously excavatedMiddle Horizon sites
where the percentageis close to 50 percent, Beardsley,
1954. This difference may be attributed to the small
mp1e in all probability, s the other artifact classes
show a strong relationship with the Morse and Deterding
sites, the type stations for the Middle Hcrion, Lillard,
Heier and Fenenga, 199, Beardsley, 1954.

OliveilaShellBeads

Two types of shell beadswere recovered with Middle
period burials, both made of either whole or cut portions
of Olivella sp. shell Plate 5 a. The whole beads were
made by grinding of: the spire of the shell, while the
cut beadswere manufacturedfrom sections of the side wall
of the shell.

Only five whole shell beads were recovered, all with
Burial 8. These beadsmeasurefrom 9 to 12 mm. in diameter
and thus may be placed in the large, type 1.b class,
Bennyhoff and Heizer, 1958. According to Bennyhoff and
Heizer this type occurs most commonly in the Middle HoriLon
and later portion of the Late Horh.on Phase II, but
sporadic occurrenceshave been noted in all periods of the
Central California sequence.

The most common artifact form recovered, including
both grave occurrencesand individual specimens, were
the cut shell beads. They occurred in definite burial
association in 13 instances, 59 percent of the total graves,
and a number of midden specimensoccurred in the burial
area.
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Two ead types seem to be represented, clthenj. for
the rt e be.cts, .en co.sidered by grve lo,
are intermedirte betviee the two. The first bead type
is a "saddle" shaped specimen, type 3.b, which ex iLits
a deciced cpin- in cross section and !cs a sizl.
conically dri11e prforctin from the cOncave side,
Bennjhof an eicr, 1953. T:..is type is in the minor
ity and grades into tne second types a circular to oval
form wich i;as a flatter cross section. The latter tipe
rseles the probleio.atical oval Olivella bead type, u;
ore likely is related to a nore common Middle Horizon
saucer shaped-bead,type 3.c, Dennyhoff and HeLer
l95o.

In any event the Olivella sp. beads closely resemble
those recovered at both the Deterding and Morse components,
alth:ugi. re was not time to make a detailed analysis
of the beads from these two sites.

The temporal affinities of both of the bead types
noted, types .b and 3.c, are clearly Middle orLon and
they normally occur togethr, Davis, 1959. Th_re is
some evidence thot ty;e 3.c, the saucer shaped bead, is
the older of the two as it occurred with burials in the
Delta Region under circumstances indiccing conside:zble
:nti.ity, Cook and Elsesser, l96. If this proves to
be true, the lack of type3.b, numerically speaL, may
nave so.e teuporai sigr1.1cance.

Artifactsof Done andAntler

Considering the small, number of burials recovered,
the imventory of bone end antler artifacts is sohat
note’orthy Plate 4 b. The Middle Horhon has eem
typiied j ‘ohe use cf a wide variety of bone and antler
implements, so-ne of which have no presently kncwn use,
ear:.sley, 1954.

While only six burials are recorded as having one
or antler implements in association, two c’ these had
them in large numbers and in a variety of forms, see
Lthie-4. -
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TABLE 4

BURIAL OCCURRENCE OF BONE AND ANTLER IMPLEMENTS

Bur. no. Artifact type

Spatula Perf. Bird Mammal Notched
Bone & antler Bore Bone Bone end bone
Wide narrow pin Whistle pin implement

l&2 1 -
8, 2 7 8
9 1 1
11
12 2 6 1 2

Totals 6 6 8 10 1 1

SpatulateImplements

Two classes of implements comprising a total of twelve
specimensmake up this class. They may be divided. on
the basis of size into -wide and narrow classes, presumably
th.s sige difference*being based on a difference in func
tion.

Six specimensmay be placed in the wide category. All
of the pieces are fragmentary and none are complete enough
to yield information on their original length. The long
est fragments are now 150 to 160 mm. long and taper from
55 mm, to 21 nun, wide and 80 mm. to 39 mm. wide. Both
of these specimensmust represent sections toward the
wide end of the original specimen as in one instance the
widest end appearsto have had a concave outline. The
narrow end of the original pieces is representedby a
single fragment with a tapered blunt end. As reconstruct
ed from the fragments present the original large spatulee
must have been about 25 to 30 cm. long and tapered from
60 to 80 mm. in width to a blunt pointed end. The wide
end was concave in form and was worked down to about .1
nun, in thickness, while the central portion of the piece
was about .3 nun, in thickness. In cross section the
pieces range from flat to slightly lenticular with the
narrow end showing the most curved cross section.

Identical spatulate implements have been recovered
from a number of Middle Horizon sites and the fani is
considered typical for that period, although occurrences
of this artifact type are also known in the Early period,
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Lillard, Hei.er and Fenenga, 1939, Plate lOJ, Beardsley,
1954. -‘

The small, or narrow, form is :..presented by nine
fraents attributable to six different speciaiens, all
witn Burial 12. Cf the nine fragments, four are tip
sections of the original specimen and have one blunt,
rounded off end. Two ieces, w!ile being the more con-
plete, have oth ends-oroken off. One fragment represents
the basal end of the original specimen and shows evidence
of a perforation. The two remaining sections are medial
fragmens. The brokn off portions of these implements
were not recov2rd, and prooabl; were never incld with
the ourial. This trait, the breaking or "ki.lin" of
grave 6oods, has been noted from all periods in central
California, - but deserves special mention hore inasmuch.
as 80 tc 90 prcent of the bone and stone specimensre
covered from the site had been broken before being placed
in the grave. In the case of the spatulate bone or
antler implements, all were so treated.

In size the small spatulas averae 10 in, in width
and th. two longest are now 135 to l-O mm. in 1enth.
The remaining jecii:ens are all less than half this 3ie.
The two loigest pieces appear to be unfinished in that
they appear to have been scraped with some sharp tool
leaving a series of diagonal strirtions over the surface
of the secimen. - The me:e fragmentary pieces show the
same striations but they 1ave been obliterated to a
great extent by polishing.

Small thin perforated, tabular bone ieces such
as these ave been recovered from other Mid1e 1orion
sites, referred to as bodkins, but so:ew-.a; identical
pieces are also common in later periods Lillard, 1eier
and Fenenga, 1939, Plate 18 k to ni. In the later periods
they are more commonly made of split rib sections, while
tne .ieces here described seem to be macie of large mammal
loig ne sections.

PerforatedBonePins

Two burials had this artifact doss included as grave
goods. Seven specimensoccurred with Buria. 8 and a
single specimenwith Burial 1. All of the specimens
a;:ear to ave been made from sections of artiodactl
long bones. In fornthey resemble a needle with an
expanded, flattened head through which ha-s been drilled
a oiconical perforation. The shaft cross section of
the jins ranges from oval to circular, while the head
is always rectangnlar in cross section. The most vari
able feature of the pins is lenth, with much less
variation in shaft diameter. Te two complete specimens
measure 160 and 175 mm. in length respectively, but one
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of the fragmentary specimensappears to have been, -,hen
complete, at least 20 mm. in length. The shoft diameter
averages53 mm. but most of the pieces have an oval or
rectangdoid cross section and measurefrom 5 x 4 n . to
6 x5 mm. in thicknes and width, The expanded, or head
portion, of the pii4s measures,on the averae, c 10
mi. wiue and 2 or mm. tuck. r1:e nr geimra1 ron
of the pins is the same, three patterns of decoration
appear, they consis;ing of a group of four incised lines
encircling the shaft below the perforation, three spec
imens, a variant of this pattern wit. two groups of four
encircling lines, two specimens,or lastly one specimen
having the top portion of th.e expanded end decorated
with a series of notches producing a serrated end. The
remaining two specimenshad no decoration.

The use of these decorated icne pins, or pendants,
has been attribnted only to the Uddle crizon Lillard,
lichen and Fenenga, l99. They have not been recovered
from the King Brown site Sac 29 which at the present
time is regrdd as the latest excavatedsite attriutable
to the Middle Horizon anL thus - they probably can he re
garded as diagnostic of the earier portion of the Middle
Horhon, Olsen, n.d. 3.

BirdBoneWhistles

Two burials with a total of ten specimens between
theni acconnt for all the wistles from Sac 34. As his
been noted for the other bone and antler artifacts, all
but one of these was broken when re vered. Tie unborken
whistle had ti:.e plug in place when excavatedand produced
a tune when blown. The 1u in this 4nstance seen:s to
be made of wood ash mixed with some sort of a binder, as
it has a grayish color. The ue of this sane material
for whistle plugs has been noted from a Late Horizon
Phase I site to the north of Sacramento Iiddel1 and
Olsen, n.d..

All of the specimensshow little difference in size
and method of manufacture. The complete whistles measure
from 235 to 245 mm. in length- and are probably made from
large waterfowl ulnae. The ends of the bone shv little
modification other than having been broken off, although
several specimenshave one end cut off. The stop, or
perforation, is located on the concave surface of the
shaft approximatel.r one-third of the waj down from the
larer end of the none, and has been produced by cutting
a circular to ovoid section out of the shaft. In all
examjies studied the edges of the hole are perpendicular
to the shaft surface.
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Whistles with stops near one end of the specimenhave
been noted frcxr several Middle Horizon sites, Lillard,
Heizer and ‘enenga 199, but also occur in at least
one site attributable to the Late -Horizon Riddell and
Olsen .d.. Thus while the time span covered by this
wlistle type is not comp-letelyknown, it a,ears to have
lost some of its quality a-s a temporal indicator in
Central California Haraoc11, 1956, Davis, 1959.

NotchedEnd BoneImplements -

Included with 3uri-zlll was a single bne inlement
made from what avears to e the radius of a 1are camid.
The piece is now 7C mm. in length and has been tittle
modified other than on the articulating ends. The prox-

- imal end :as b:en sçuarely broken off and the distal end
of the bone has been cut out producing a shallow notch.
The shaft of the bone shows a series of longitudinal
striations, probably as a result of polishIng ope:ations.
The notched end shows polish over its entire surface
other than where tIe calceneousstructure of the bne has
been exposed.

Little can be said as to ossib1e uses of this piece.
It seemsmost likely that it tad. some utilitarian function,
but what this may have been is not known.

Miscellaneous BoneArtifacts

Three specimenshave been placed in tii; class. The
first of these is the basal franent of a large oim:a1
b0ne- pin recovred with 3urial ro. Judgin from t:.e
fragment recovered, it must have been fairly long -,7hen
coI4lete, as it no.’i me:sures 194 mm. long bj l.mm. wide
and 9 mm. thick. Pins of tnis t’pe are a common Mic1e - -
Horizon occurrence, Lillard, Heizer and Fenenga, 19.39.

- Two burned animal bones show evidence of grooving
or cutting, one a snail mammal bone which ShOws one cut
off end and the other a large artiodactyl bne fraent
which has been grooved, probably for splitting. A single
oone awl was recovered in the area-of Burial 24. Made
of deer bone, it has been roughly split and shows some
polish.

ArtifactsofStone -

Stone artifacts were extremely rare, both with burials
and in the midden. Onlj two graves had stone artifacts,
a percentageof less than 10 percent.
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ChippedStone

A single fragmentary obsidian blade was included riti1
Buriai 11, it easuring 56 mm. in lengt’ , a * in ,idta,
and l mm. thick Plate 4c. It is now rouhly triangular
in form and was probaby leaf shapedwhen complete. Judging
from the blunted edges the piece must have seen service as
a knife.

Curiously en-oug:, no projectile points were recovered
from t.e Middle Horizon portion 32 the site. Their absence
as grave goods is di.2icult to explaTh, but may indicate
that the basic economy of the group was food gathering
and not hunting. It may also- reflect a burial custom
prevalent during this p.riod, owever.

Charmstone

Here again only one specimen.wasrecoverec, it being
included with liuria 8. The piece, phallic in forms is
made from a flattened, oval shapedcobble of volcanically
derived stone Plate 4 c. The midsection of the specimen
is encircled by three pecked or ground grooves and the
S111a.i cad haS eea ground down and polished. The base of
the stone has not been nodiied but vi5i1le tr3ces
of red 1gment. The :ece measures 67 mm. long, 4c am.
wide, and b2 urn. thici. The encircling grooves measure

‘ii. deep and 6 ma, wide.

A piece almost identical in form was recovered from
Sjo-56, an Early period size, Lillard, Heher and
Fenenga, i99, P.ate 14 i this speciemenalso being
covered wtii :ed pigment. ha11ic charmstoneshave been
noted from all periods in California, but ::ost of these
are of a more sender, well worked, double-ended form,
A secimen somewhatsimilar to the one recevercd from
Burial 8 was recovered from the King 3rown site Sac-29
during the leveling operatiens, but its provenience is
uninown, Olsen, n.d. 3. The occnrrence c-f tis charm-
stone type is of little diagnostic value, but its :-ccur-
rence is ot out of place in a Middle Horizon context.

RedPigment

Red pigment was noted either on the bones of, or
on the artifacts associatedwith, three burials. It
is probable that otzers also had pigment in association
but in such small amounts as to be unnoticeable. The
trait is a common one, but is most prevalent in the
Middle :-lonizon, Beardsley, 1954.
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Pestles

Food griadin- implements are not a commonly occurring
item in Central galley sites due to the lack of suitable
stone. - One cache of stone pestles was recovered-’in t-.e
burial area consisting of one complete pestle and fraents
of two others, Feature 16.. .Bot!: -of the pieces had een
broken in half, probably for ceremonial reasons.- As noted
previously, the trait of "killing" is frequent at Sac-34.

The complete pestle measures32.6 crn. lon, lu.5 cm.
wide and.3 cm. thick. It has been fashioned pro:: a granite
stream cob1.de and pecking over its entire surface.
The ends have both been used and have a conical shape which
exhibits considerable polish. It is assumedthat pestles
of this type have been used in a wooden mortr, due to
the peculiar wear pattern, consisting of striations and
polish extending back from the ti. end, Lillard, Heiher
and Fenenga, 1939. Pestles of tmis tye have been noted
in ost, but not all., Middle Horihon sites 711th the iniabi-
tants of one site on the Anerici River having used the
stone mortar Deterding, Sac-99, Lillard, !!-eizer and
Fenenga, 193. .

Aspha].tumand 3akedClay - -

A small oval flattened piece of asphaltumwas re
covered wit:; 3urIal 16 Plaoe 4 C. It may have been
intended for use as uastic as the use of asphaltun as
glue has been noted from all periods in Central Califo rnia,.
tBeardsley, 1954. - -

No objects made of baked clay in definable forms were
recovered from the site. The inventory of baked clay
objects includes a number of peasized oails of unknown
use, possibly of natural origin?, several small conical
piece.s and a small n:mber of rcu!’ fragments with peeled
pole impressions. The last are probaoly fragments of
clay plastered on tule covered, pole h0uses.

MiscellaneousStone

Several items may be placed in this class. The first
of these is a stone flake scraper or knife made from a
large oval stone chip. The perimeter of tis specimenhas
some evidence of use, in that the edge is blunted and some
what battered. Unfortunately t:.is specimenwas recovered
in the upper 18 inches of the burial area and was associat
ed with glass, brick and pottery fragments. There is
little doubt that it is out of context and probably is from
a scrapedoff portion of the knoll.
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A large, battered stream.cobble was found cast beneath
Burial 15 and over Burial 16. It was probably u3ed as an
anvil, jud’ing from its battered a7pearance. It is also
possible t!at its use may relate to tI:e trait of placing
stone cairns over burials noted at several other iJd1e
Horizon sites, Lillard, Hei-er and Fenenga, 1939

Feature14

Other than Feature 16, previously described there -
were few features a-ttributaole to the aboriginal occupants
of the site. Several pits excavated into the- sterile
reddish soil-were recorded, as their fill, dark midden,
contrasts s.arply with the sterile red clay. The largest
of these was probably circular about 3 feet across, ax
6 to 9 inches deep. The use o these pits is not known,
although they may represent cache or cooking pits. The
lack of scorching or ash in the pits would suggest the
former use, however.

SUMMARY OF THE INDIAN OCCUPATION

There is clear evidence that the knoll on which Sutterbuilt his fort in- 1839 was the location of an Indian village

m.

during the last 2,000 to 3,000 years. The earliest occupa-
tion of the knoll was by a group assignable, on the basis
of the artifactual material, to.the Central California

- Middle Horizon. While certain diagnostic elements are
missing, such as shell ornaments and chipped stone imple
ments the bone and antler artifact inventory is clearly
attriutab1e to this eripd. The shell beads, Olivella sp.,
are also typical of tne Middle horizon.

The later periods are not well representedbut the
typical Late Horizon PhaseII indicator, the clam shell
disc bead, and several variant "banjo" shaped shell ornaments
derive from this period. The lack of intensive occupation
in the Late Horizon -Phase I and II periods is notable, and
the complete lack of definite Phase I period occupation
may be indicated. -

There is little or no evidence of .istoric Indian
occupation of the site, but the trade beads recoveredmay
have been dropped by Indians at the Fort. It is also
possible that these beadsmay be attributed to Sutter, and
if this is so would provide- a dating device for several types
of glass beads common in late Indian occupation sites in the
Central Valley. -
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- LIST OF PLATES- AND FIGURES

Plate1

a. Area A, Unit A-2, Feature 3.
b, -Area A.1 Unit- B-i - Feature 7.. - - - --

c. Area 3, Unit 3, ‘eature 1-7,. showing debris on floor.

- Plate.2

a. Area -A, East e-nd of -Feature 1, South Corral Wall.
- b. Area A, South Corral-Wall, note where wall if ex

tended would meet -Central Building. -
c. Area A,- East end, Feature- 1, South Corral Wall,.

-- note definite adobe brick outlines. -- - -

Plate3 - - - - - -

a. Area B, Units 1-4 Features 17 and 18. -
b. Area B, Feature l, West. Wall of ShoemakerShop. -
c. Ar-a B, Feature 17, - Floor- of ShoemakerShop. -

Plate 4 -

a.. Are-a A, Indian Ceme.tarj -Area. - -
b. Middle HorLon bone awl antler. -

Artifacts, associated1lith burials.
c. Laze and Middle Horizon tone artifacts.

Plate 5 44Mt-: - - - - - - - - - -

- a. Late and Middle Eorizon shellornaments associated
with burials. - - -

b. Are.a C, Feature 20, Flower pot. -
c. Area C, Feature 2G, - crockery bottle, Well #2 -

porcelain dish. - --
- d, Area C, Feature-20, Terra- Cotta bowl. --

Figure 1 - - - -

Map of Sutter’s Fort showing areas excavated, 1959.

Figure 2 - - - - -

Area A, Ground plan, Trench 1. South Interior Corral
Wall. -

Figre 3 - -

Area A, Profile of Indian CemetaryArea.

- -
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Figure 4

Area A, Feature 13, Profile of Well #2.

Figure 5

Area B, Ground plan, ShoemakersShop.

Figure 6

Area B, ShoemakersShop, Profile.

Figure 7

Area C, Ground p1-an and Profiles.

Figure 8

Area D, Ground plan and Profiles.

Figure 9 - -

- Maker marks noted on porcelain.

Fi,ure 10

- Makers marks, prints and mscellaneouspieces,
porcelains.
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APPENDIX 1

HISTORIC CERAMICS AT SUTTER’S FORT

Sylvia M. Broadbent

The occurrence and distribution of historic ceramic
types at Sutter’s Fort are shown in the accompanying
tables. The figires given there are not a count of
sherds but an estimate oç the number of vessels re
presented in each level. This estimate was arrived
at by comparing sherds and determining th ;aximum
and minimum number of vessels these sherds could re
present. The final estimate was then placed halfway
between the maximum and minimu.n: figures, unless
special considerations led nc to believe that a group
of sherds could only represent one vessel, rhich re
duced the estimate. I have presented the figurs in
this way becauseit seems that it provides ore mean
ingful figures for comparative purposes than a simple
sherd-count does since the significant units in terms
of the living culture are vessels, not sherds. A large
vessel ;ay produce many .ore sherds than a snail one,
but to the people who used it it was still only one
usable item; a count of the sherdsmay give a cjuite
disproportionate picture of the actual frequency of
vessels of a particular type. In preparing these
figures, no account has been taken of the fact that
franents of t: e s&c vessel nay have been deposited
in diñerent locations, as is indeed the case one
sherd with a potter’s mark on it from Pit 9E, 0-18"
depth, fits another found in Well #2, 108-114" depth;
one half of a iorcelain mustard spoon was found in Well
#2, 96-102", the other half in Well #2, 1OC-1l4"; part
of a bovl-handle was found in Well #2, 78-82", the re
mainder in Well #2, 96-102". So long as the purpose
is to compare frequencies of different types within
each 1evel or to conipare relative frequencies between
levels, this factor is not significant. It means,
however that it is impossible to obtain a total of
the nunoer of vessels of a particular type ever used
at the site by simply adding up the totals in the
different levels.

The assemb1aeof types found at Sutter’s Fort
is quite- typical for mid-nineteenth century California.
It includes a rance of soft-paste wares; these are pre
dominantly plain white, but a number of underglaze
prints occur Fig. 10 c to Gg. It should be remembered,
moreover, that some of the sherdswhich must be classified
as plain white may have come from vessels which bore
decoration. All the available evidence indicates that

,..i .The samplesubmitted fo.r analysis was representative
and did not include the total inventory from any one are
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the soft-paste wares were all manufactured in the ritish
Isles; there is no indication of any other place of
origin. Of the hard-pastewares, however, some and per
haps most were imported- from China. This is true of
the blue-painted U’Canton" ware, some perhaps i1 of
the enanie11ec‘-crcelains, and seine of the stonewares
Fig. 10 h. t is difficult, without chemical analysis,
to distinish Euroean and Chinese plain white porcelain,
but one w!ite porcelain sherd bears the bottoii-mark of
an English factcry. The stcneware beer-bottles and prob
ably oth: ste’ares such as a ltrge janshaped bcwl
from Feature 20 ai’e ndoubtedly of Europeanoriin
Plate 5, c &

Bottom-marks of the fol1owin firms have been identi
fied:

Boote, T. + R. + Co.; Burslem, Sta:ordshire
Fi. 9 Ii.

Impressedcirc:1ar mark; T. R. 300TE * CO.
around upFer a.i’, SYDEN:M àP2 arouna lower
half registry July 13, l54 in the
middle. Chaffers 1912, p. 634 says that
the Waterlco Potteries were established at
Bursiem in 1342 by Messr. Thozucs and Uchcrd
Boote of Namtwich, cesh-ire. This crk as
been pound on t.io speciiens: Feature 20. Plain
white soft-aste iate. Pit 8D, 0-6’. Plain
white orceA.ath pat. Registry mark too frag
mentary to date.

Burgess 4 Goddard Fig. 9 a and b.

3lcc.. printed rrk, showing the British royal
coat of ar:s, :fith tt3rn urd-r it: ROYAL
PiTENT/IRONSTCNE/!3uRGESS4 ODDAW. Th i s f i rm
is not netioned b; Chaffers Li i9, e-ite
their caim to a royal patent. It ::as been
found on two specimens:
Pit 3F 0-12". Plain white soft-paste plate.

- Well #, 24-30". Plain white soft-:aste plate.

Davenport, Longport, Staffordshire.

1 Impressedmark of figure-eight outline, with
DAVENPORT around the upper part, IRONSTONE CHINA
arcnnd the lower, -and an anchor in the riddle.

2 Impressedmark, no outline, the word DAVEN
PORT abcve an anchor. The fi°ure 11 is also
i.ressed, ,ust above the wor Davenport. The
first mark is not shown by Chaffers, but the



second i-s 1912, p. 693. Chaffers p. 692 says
that the fac:ory was built in 1773 and acçired
by John Davenport in 1793; from 1835 on, the style
of the firm was William Davenport 4 Co.; it ceased
manufacturing about 1876. The first mark has Ieen
found on the following specimens:

Feature 20. 5 specimens, one on plain white
octagonal oLied sot-pzstc piate, the others on
plain w:ite soft-paste plates. The one octagonal
plate bears a registry mark, dated Oct. ? 22, 1852.

Feature 20, dark soil fill. 2 specimens,on white
soft-paste plates.

The secondDavenport mark has been found on one
specimen: -

Pit SC, 0-12". On a scenic blue-print bowl.

Daweson?,Glasgow. -

Impressedoval mci-k, difficult to read, 7ith the
name DAWESON ? around the upper part, GLASGOW
around the lower, the figure 1 in the middle.
Chaffers makes no mention of this firm. He mentions
only R. Cochran + Co. as makers of stonevicre in
Glasgow. -

This mark has been found on one specimen: Well
#2 21". Stoneware beer bottle; marh is on the
side, near the base.

Filley, S. A. + S. R., risso-uri, Impcrters Iig. 9 e.

Blach printed mark underglaze, a flring eagle
trailing a ribbon hon its beak, witn, above:
MANUFACTURED FOR," 4 IMPORTED BY, and on the
ribbon: S.A. 4 S. E FILLEY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

This mark was found on one specimen:

Feature 20. Molded round white soft-paste plate,
-- also bearing the mark of T? J. + J. Mayer Fig.

9 f, and the registry mark for Sept. 2, 1851.

Hughes, Thomas, Bunsen, Staffordshire.

Impressedmark; the words THOMAS HUGHES, curved,
above a small device consisting of two narrow
isosceles triangles, base to base, with a dot
between; The word BURSLEM below. Chaffers 1912
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does not mention this firm. T.e mentions a 1’. Hughes
in connection with Worcester p. 644; a Saruel hughes
in 1802 at Lane End p. 644; and a W. Hughes in con-

- *nection with Lowestoft and iorcester pp. 849, 853.
This :ark has been found on the following specimens:

Well #., 96-102" white soft-paste plate.
Well #2, lO8-ll4-, white soft-paste p-late.
Feature 20. w:ite soft-paste plaste.

Mayer, T? J. + J., :-ianley? Stoke-on-Trent?, Staffordshire
Fig. 9 f -

Imj,ressed mcrh, a circle, around the upper art
te words REi. LCNTONE, aro._md the lower i? J.
4 J,. MAYER, in the mi-:d1e a registry mark Sept.
2,- l85l -

Chaffers 1912 pp. 642 643, 693 mentions an
Elijah Mayor w!:-o stcrteà work in :lznley about
t’70. II-e -.ied in 1813, and was succeededby his
son Jese. The firm continued under t: name
E. Mayer 4 Co., but apparently later beéame
JosephMayer 4Co. Hanley. Thia firm went cut
cf e:istemce in 130, the works eing taken by
W. Taylor Son, 4 Co. JosephMayer died in 1360.
I see LLelj th-:..t Josephayer iS thO u.
of this mark and that after selling t: Hvnley
factory in 13-O he went into business with a rel
ative with initials T. J. or J. J. Where this
potterr was is a matter of conjecture. Chaffers
p. 726 also mentions a T. Mayer of Cliff
Stoke-on-Trent, Sta-fordshire, o was active n
189. Perhaps this is the T. J. Mayor f this
mark. It has been found on one specirnen:

Feature 2o. Round molded plate, also berin tho
mark of S. A. 4 S. R. Filley, Iiiporters.

Meakin, Charles, 3urslem, StafforsIiire Fig. 9 d.

Black printed mark: the nitish royal coat of
arms under it, IRONSTONE CiINA/CIJALES iEAK....
/JRLEM. Very similar to the mark of J. +
G. Meakin. This firm is not mentioned by Chaffers.

The mark has been found on one specimen:

Well #2, 96-102", plain white soft-paste saucer.

Meakin, J. 4 G. Fig. 10 b.



1 Impressedmark, J.
..

G. MEAKIN, with the
figure 11 above.

2 Black printed mark the British royal coat of
arms; under it,...ONE HINA/...EAKIN. This mark
is very similar to that of Charles Meakin. The
firm is .iot mentioned by Chaffers.. The two marks
have been found on one specimen:

Well #2, Pits 8B and 9B, 82-90". Plain white
soft-paste plate.

Meigh C., 4 Son. Hanley, Staffordsire Fig. 9 g.
Lressed mrrk, oval,. framed in scroliwork, con
taining the words: IMPOYED/FELSP4-R/C.NEIH.
SON. Chaffers 1912, p. 699 says that the "old
Hall’t works at Hanley we:e taken bj Job Neigh in
about 1780; he took his sons Job ad Charles into
partnership and died- in 1817. In l89, the firm
was J. Meigfi + Sons; in 1843, it belonged to Chrrles
Meigh. It later becamethe "Old Hall Earthenware
Company - Ltd.", under the manaership of Chcrles
Meigh If. This mark-has been oLtnd on one specimen:
Feature 20. White octagonal molded soft-paste plate.

Murray? + Co., Glasgow. -

Imp;essedmark, very difficult to read: an oval con
taining the words MURRAY ? 4 Co. in the up-er
half, GLASGOW in the lower half, the aumbr 3 in
the middle, The firm is not mentioned by Chaffers.
The mark has been found on one specimen:

Well #2, ll4-1". Stoneware beer bottle; the
mark is on the side near the bottom.

Powell + Bishop, Hanley, Staffordsi;e.

Black printed mark, a lozenge with a draped out
line, with lettering in the drapery: ...ELL

.
BL...

Chaffers 1912, p. 708. mentions Messrs. Powell
and Bishop as manufacturersof decorated china and
earthenwareat the time of writing; what edition
this refers to is unknown. The first edition of
Chaffers was published in 1863. The mark has
been found on the following specimens:

Well #2 96-102", white soft-paste plate.
Sq. 3, 16", white soft-paste plate-. It is by
no means certain that tA5 small franent shows
the same mark; the letters POW.., appear on a
ribbon.
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Wedgwood, J., Bursieni and Etruria, Staffordshire?
Fig. 9 c. -

A black printed mark, consisting of a ribbon form
ing an oval, 7dth trai1in ends; around th;ovai,
in the ribbon, the words -RONSTONE CHINA: in the
middle of the- oval, PEARL: on the trailing end,
J. WEDGWOOD.

Neither Chaffers,1912 nor Savaoe 1959 give
this mark, although both claim tat their lists o
Wedgwood marks are complete. Chaffers p. 677
says that in 1823 the firm becameJosiah Wedgwood

.4 Son, Ltd. Chaffers also notes-p. 679 that
the Wedwood mark was forged and imitated in the
18th an 19th centuries. One specimenof this
mark has been found:

.Pit
9E, 0-18"; Well #2, 108-114". 2 sherds which

-- fit together, from a rather thick white soft-paste
- plate.

*By far the best means of datin’ British ceramics
is provided by registry marks, whic are coded to give
a date to the day. The system for reading the code is
given by Savage 1959, pp. 228-229. This, of course,
provides only a minimum, "not-earlier-than" date for
tho deposit in which the specimen is found. A number
of registry marks were found; unfortunately all the
readable ones turned up in Feature 20. A1tfiouh they

- provide useful dating for this feature, it wou!d have
been.helpu.1 if they had been more evenly distributed
through the site. The dates are: Sept. 2, 1851 and
July 18, 1854; in the dark soil fill, Oct.? 22, 1o52;
1853; and Nov. 1856. This information would date
Feature 20 and its contents quite securely in the
middle to late 1850’s.

In addition to vessels, other types of ceramic
artifacts are represented. These include several -
fragments of clay pipes locations listed under soft-
paste wares. One fragment of a pipestem Pit 3D,
0-6" has impressedon one side the name McDOUGA...
McDougal? on the other GLASGOW. This-is presumabl
the name ama addressof the manufacturer. A pipe bow
from Feature 20 has on the stem side the initials TD,
in a circle of stars molded into the clay. A portion
of pipe stem from this feature bears a 2raientary in
scription, evidently a latin motto: ..,ci?7...rsfs...
mer/...eposex/. In the same feature was found a complete
pipe-bowl of a glazed ware similar to Rockingham; it
has a dark--brown lead glaze, slightly mottled and streak
ed
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with yellow Fig 10 i. The pipe bowl isorna.tented
with a pattern 01 raised dots. It is evidently intended
to. be attached to a stem of a diff&rent material* Also
in this feature was found an artif cit ede of piDe
clay nre; it is tha end of atoe-lae object, atE a
s1iitly ex;andedLiouth. and flanged flu. The outside
is 9ecorated 7ith molded leaves, and the inscri"tion
‘N. 620’, in line wit!z the axis of the tube. It does
not apaor to have been a tobacco pipe.

Other ceraaic artifacts include part of a terra-
cotta tube Well #2; 102-114’, 8-l/4 1on, 1-15/16’
outside diameter, 348’ thick. One end is oroken; the
other shows a squared lip. Its use is uncnotzn. Feature
20 yielded one co1lete and one frayiaenary terra cotta
disc, each about 3 in diaeter and. 11/16’ thict. Each
his a biconical hole 1/2-3/4’ in diameter in the niddle,
and a segment about 1’ wide and 1/4’ deep in te middle
scooped out from the hole to the rim on one side. The
hole and the scooped-outsection were cut out t’ith a
sharp instrunent when the clay was wet. The objects
as a wiole are quite roughly made. Their purpose is
nnctnon.

Remarkably little glass is included in thIs collec
tion: only three frazents, no probably from bottles
and one flat piece which may be window-glass,2

CNo glasswarewas submitted for analysiaj
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TABLE 5

PORCELAIN: PLAIN /HITE SOFT PASTE

UNIT PLATE SAUCER CUP
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TABLE 7

LIGHT BLUE PRINTS, SOFT-PASTE
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- TABLE 11

HARD PASTE - PORCELAIN, MISCELLANEOUS
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